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Campus comes together

Progress aw photo
Coach Roy tOdd got his 300th win Sept 8 over Liberty. 30-7.

Event honors
Kidd's No. 300
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Former President Kustra
has New York 'close call'
BVDBMTACKETT
Editor

Former President Robert
Kustra doesn't really consider himself superstitious. But
when he and wife, Kathy, were
celebrating their 13th wedding
anniversary in New York last
week during the terrorist attacks,
it made him think twice about the
coincidence.
"How's that for a number?"
said Kustra, whose anniversary
was only one day before the
attacks.
The Kustras chose New York
to celebrate their 13th year
because their son, Matthew, lives
there and they would be able to
spend a few days with him. Kustra
said the two always planned to do
some "touristy-type" sightseeing
while in the Big Apple, so they
decided to go up to the observation deck of the World Trade
Center.
After standing in line to get the
tickets on Monday to go into the
World Trade Center, Kustra said
it started to rain. As former
Lieutenant Governor of Illinois,
Kustra said he knew from his
experiences in the Sears Tower in
Chicago that the views were not
very good on a rainy day.
Kustra and Kathy pulled over a
young man working the ticket line
and asked if the tickets would be
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honored if they simply came back
Tuesday. The young man told
them the observation deck
opened at 9:30 a.m., apd the
Kustras made plans to go back
the next morning.
The Kustras were staying at
their son's apartment on. 14th
Street and 6th Avenue, only 30
blocks away from the towers.
Matthew had been called away on
business to Omaha, so the two

were going to do more sightseeing than M^ifil
Tuesday morning, Kathy waa
running late, so Kustra said he
decided to take a walk in
Greenwich Village before visiting
the World Trade Center for the
first time.
Richard Freed, a professor in
the department of English who is
a dose friend of Kustras, had told
Kustra to look for an Oscar Wilde
exhibit while in New York. Kustra
said on the way to dinner Monday
night, he happened to see an
Oscar
Wilde
Memorial
Bookstore. Knowing Freed's fascination with Wilde — he did his
dissertation on Wilde — Kustra
said he was looking for the store
so he could get a picture or
matchbox or anything to bring
back to his friend.
While on a side street, Kustra
said he heard a jet flying not to far
overhead.
"I kept on walking and didn't
think any more about it," Kustra
said.
That was until his walk took
him to the corner of 6th Avenue
and 10th Street There, he could
see flames shooting from the twin
towers. At first, Kustra said he
didn't associate the plane he had
just seen with the fire blazing
from the sides of the building. It
took another pedestrian yelling
See KUSTRA, A5

Groups can get
SGA monies
BY Jntenn

ThrM students made a flag, which
hangs from the Campbell Buikftng.

IA6 — Student makes own
flag and Editor Dena
Tackett searches for one.
IA7 — Reservists wait for
the call, Eastern observes
Day of Prayer and religious
groups comfort campus.
IA8 — Tuesday was a day
of remembrance and reflection for Eastern.
IA12 — A former chair
teaching in Saudi Arabia
and former students close
to attacks react.
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tee's budgeting hearing.
Other
requirements
include putting the SGA logo
This year, the Student and name or a disclaimer sayGovernment Association will ing that SGA funds were used
be starting its full implementa- on material associated with
tion of an organizational fund- the group's project or event
ing program that began last
Once the form is turned in,
semester.
the Senate's finance committee
The SGA has $60,000 to reviews the request and subgive to campus organizations; mits its recommendation to the
$30,000 to be handed out each entire Senate for approval.
semester during the 2001Emily Montgomery, chair
2002 academic year.
of the finance committee, says
The money will be avail- that organizations can either
able to an groups registered in have the SGA billed directly
the Office of Student or can bring in receipts for
Development. Funding for reimbursement She says the
organizations must go toward ethics committee win also paran event that is open to the ticipate in the funding process
entire Eastern campus.
to provide balance and to
Groups win be required to ensure that organizations use
fill out a form provided by the the funds properly.
SGA stating what they want to
Montgomery also said the
do with the money and the Senate would approve the
benefits of their events to the requests at only one meeting
university community. The per month, and that student
form outlines specific guide- groups needed to have thenlines groups must follow, such requests in at least three
as sending a representative to
the Senate's finance commitSee MONIES, AS
News editor

Cutbacks force students to pay
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Former rjlayere and uinveisity i epieseuUnves will pay tribute
to Coach Roy Raid following the Eastern Illinois game Saturday,
fasti i II invited ahimni from the past seven decades to honor
Kidd's 300th win. Registration will be held 8 p.m. Friday behind
Turkey Hughes Field in the Alumni Coliseum parking lot
A pre-game picture is planned for 11 a.m. Saturday, which
wul include Kidd's former teammates and players. The players
will be recognized during a ceremony at halftime of the game.
A stage win be set up on the field following the Eastern
Illinois game, with university representatives and former
players recognizing Kidd for his accomplishments.
Saturday also win be Parent's Day. Events are scheduled
before and after the football game for students and their parents.
At 10 a.m., parents can get coffee in the alumni hospitality
tent in Alumni Coliseum Parking Lot
At noon, students are encouraged to bring their parents to
the game to watch Eastern take on Eastern Illinois.
There win be a parent's barbecue with a tive disc jockey
and photos at 5 p.m. in the Powell Plaza. Also at 5 p.m., students and their parents will be treated to free bowling and bitBards in the Powell Recreation Center

..

WHAT'S ON'TAPT
WHO'S THAT....

mr
Hi: 76
Low: 56
Conditions:
Partly Cloudy
Ml Partly Cloudy
SAT Isolated Thunderstorms
Partly Cloudy

■ There will be an organization funding meeting at 6:30
p.m. Tuesday In the Clark Room of the Wallace Building.

Th« money

CRUNCH
This is the first
in a four-part
series
examining how
budget
cutbacks affect
students and
their wallets.

When the department of anthropology, sociology and social work had to start
selling syllabuses early this semester, it
didn't take College of Arts and Sciences
Dean Dominick Hart long to realize that
be had a larger problem on his hands.
Hart said that several members of the
department had expressed concerns
about how much it cost to provide handouts throughout the semester to their
classes. Hart said they began looking for
ways to alleviate the concerns.
He suggested putting together course
packs that could be sold through the
bookstore — packets of handouts needed
for the class that could include a syllabus.
The packs would be sold just like another
book.
But Hart said that what constituted a
course pack was unclear, and some packs
didn't include enough to justify making
students buy them.
"I should have been clearer on how
thick that pile needed to be," Hart said.
He said the packs were going for anywhere from 85 cents to $2. The department wasn't supposed to make a profit,
but instead use the money to cover the
cost of copying the material

Hart said that one student who came
to the office, got her money back. Other
students could do the same, Hart said.
The Student Government Association
unanimously passed a motion Aug. 28
that would make each course comply
with the University Handbook, which
requires each course to have a syllabus
distributed to students no later than the
second class meeting. The SGA act
served to provide students with a free
syllabus, either on paper or on a Web or
Blackboard site.
By the time that act was passed, however, Hart had already spoken to the
department, as written in a memo to
Nick Bertram, SGA president. The
memo was dated Sept 17. In it Hart
said that each professor was required to
announce in class that syllabuses were
available in hard copy or electronically
Also, remaining copies of the syllabuses were taken from the bookstore.
"A student does have a right to a copy
of the syllabus at no charge," the memo
stated. "I hope you understand that
though the sale of such was an error, it
was the result of a misunderstanding of
policy and an attempt by the department
to utilize their limited resources in the
best interests of the program and, ultimately, of the students. It was a misguided

effort,
but its intentions were not venal.
They were trying to do their best to manage limited resources, and, as we all do,
made an error."
Hart's memo points at what many
department chairs are experiencing —
budget cutbacks that are forcing them to
look at other options for saving money.
Hart said that in his college, projected
shortfalls had resulted in cutbacks of as
much as 6.64 percent
Things are not critical, but the depertSee CUTBACKS, A5
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Three Different
Lunch Specials
for $3.99 each.
Monday-Friday
11 a-m.-2 p.m.

Madison
lARISIIIll

From left. Shayta
Tuesday.

University names couple
co-chairs of annual fund
BY CATHY SAMPSON

Darrell and Jean Baker of
Lawrenceburg have been named
co-chairs of the Eastern Kentucky
University Annual Fund. They are
both long-time supporters of
Eastern, and both earned degrees
from the university.
They weren't looking to get
involved in fund-raising, but they
couldn't refuse it when the development staff offered.
"I am committed to EKU."
Darrell said. "I like the way
Eastern deals with the students
and prepares them for the
future."
So far, he has met with the
development staff, who handles
any solicited funds and attends
social functions where potential
donators could be.
Darrell retired in 1999 as a personnel .administrator in the
Kentucky Transportation Cabinet
He is a 1964 graduate of Eastern
Kentucky State College. He

earned a bachelor's degree in
commerce and political science at
Eastern.
When be began his education
at Eastern, there were only 3.000
students in the freshmen class.
"The college mostly offered
teaching and graduate programs," he said. Now, he said
Eastern is larger, more comprehensive, and offers more programs.
He started to increase his
involvement about 10 years ago
serving in the Capital Area
Alumni Chapter and on the
Alumni Executive Council.
The Bakers have been more
involved with Eastern since their
daughter, Laura, graduated in
1999 with a baccalaureate degree
in public administration, by
attending more sporting events,
plays and Center for Kentucky
History and Politics programs.
Jean is a fifth-grade teacher for
Anderson County Schools.
The annual giving program is
an ongoing appeal by way of tele-
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Eastern's ConneXtions program kicked off this semester and
is doing better than expected,
said Kenna Middleton, director of
housing. The program is geared
toward first-year freshman and
converted Case Hall into a co-ed
living-learning community this
fan.
Eastern's student life staff met
with Case Hall residents last
February and announced the
dorm would be converted
into a living-learning
community in order for
students, faculty and staff
to interact on a personal
and intellectual level.
Residents of Case Hall
were asked to choose
another dorm to reside
in, but were given priority displacement
Dee Cockrille, vice president
for student affairs brought the
idea to the table last year. Work
on the project initially began at
the end of last December and
early January. Case Hall was chosen as the location for the
ConneXtions program because of
its size and facilities.
Middleton said approximately
136 freshmen are participating in
the program.
"It's going really well,"
Middleton said, adding that students are very eager to participate
and make the program a success.
Middleton said the group
already has formed several intramural teams and will participate
in community service and group
activities each month.
The response (from students)
has far exceeded our expectations,"
Middleton said. They (students)
are so involved"
Middleton said Case Hall can
hold approximately 141 students,
and it's near capacity now. She
said one difference in Case Hall
and other dormitories is that students cannot reserve private
rooms.
Middleton said benches were
placed in front of Case Hall for
student use, and the dormitory
has become the new hang-out on
campus.
They (ConneXtions participants) have developed a cohesive
spirit," Middleton said.
Kate Trame, a community
assistant (similar to Residence
Assistants) in Case Hall, said

«Lewrencetourg, have bssn named
co-chairs of Eastern's Annual Fund.

phone, direct mail and personal
solicitation to alumni, parents,
friends and others.
Most of the funds raised are
unrestricted and applied to areas
of greatest need at Eastern. Some
donors choose to directly support
an academic college or department as well as scholarships and
other Eastern Foundation
accounts.
For more information about
the EKU Annual Fund, call 6221573.

family bond."
"I have heard from many of the
residents that they do not want to
be separated from the group of
ConneXtions students their
sophomore year," McKnight said.
"It has also been relayed to me
that many of the students would
like a similar program for their
following sophomore, junior and
senior years."
Marcie Hatfield serves as the
residential coordinator for the
program. She said she worked
primarily with student activities
at her pervious institution and felt her
experience would
help her in her new
position with the
ConneXtions program. Hatfield said
she is responsible
for things such as
supervising student workers,
overseeing judicial issues and
seeing that students are
involved in the program.
Hatfield said Case Hall is different from other dorms. She said
the lobby and computer labs are
always full and the environment is
"community oriented."
Amett Glassco serves as the faculty live-in in Case Hall. She has
her own apartment within Case
Hall so that she can interact with
students.
Glassco said her work with
Eastern's Project Achieve led to
her new position with the
ConneXtions project. In addition to serving as the facultylive in, Glassco also serves as
an academic adviser for students and participates in social
activities.
She said living with freshmen
hasn't been what she excepted.
"It's not as bad as I thought,"
Glassco joked, noting that the students she resides with are great
She said this is a great opportunity and she is fortunate to be able
to participate.
_^
Hatfield said if s not clear as to
whether students residing in Case
Hall will be allowed to remain in
Case Hall after this year. She said
ConneXtions is hoping to allow a
limited number of the students to
remain in Case Hall, but hopes to
keep track of students who move
to other dormitories after their
freshman year to aide in collecting retention data for the program.

Living Learning Community
going on a Whitewater rafting trip
and completing Eastern's rope
challenge course.
Trame said Cockrille meets
with three or four ConneXtions
participants every week to discuss how to make the program
better.
Trame said she became
involved in the program because
she likes to help people. She
works alongside three other community assistants: two males and
another female, who live in Case
Hall and assist students with academic and personal problems.
The program is really appreciated," Trame said.
Jennifer McKnight serves as
the other female community
assistant. She said she is on duty
one night a week from 6 p.m. until
midnight and on call until 8 a.m.
In addition, she works three
administrative hours a week
doing campus errands and putting
mail in residents' mail boxes, as
well as working four weekends a
semester.
"As a CA dealing with first-year
students, I try to do more community-building activities that are fun
and educational," McKnight said.
"I try to help the students become
accustomed to campus life, to
implement a living environment
that will promote learning and be
a positive role model for those
that want to continue their education at EKU."
McKnight said students who
participate in the ConneXtions
program develop a "community
that in a sense resembles that of a
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Taped Teleconference
Rm. 108, Library
Thursday, Sept. 20
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TUTTLES COIN LAUNDRY & TANNING
"Richmond's Cleanest Coin Laundry"
BACK-TO-SCHOOL TANNING SPECIALS!
5 visits for $10
10 visits for $17.50
15 visits for $22.50
20 visits for $30

ConneXtions participants active,
program kicks off to good start
some of the projects being organized for ConneXtions participants include working with the
Big Brothers/Big Sisters program in Richmond and Habitat for
Humanity. She said participants
also will celebrate ConneXtions
participants' birthdays at the end
of each month with a big party
and will also attend a dinner the
first Thursday of every month, in
which a speaker will address students.
Other events scheduled for
ConneXtions participants include
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C—Um't Sauoart Government Association started kwhnun senators Sept. 11
Handtoy. Aaron Sams. Trevor Taytor and Lane* MUcNntj »«• sworn in at SGA'e

Have a
good news
tip? Call
the
Progress
at 6221872.

Turtle's Coin Laundry & Tanning
467 Eastern Bypass
(859) 623-5014
(Shopper's Village)
New Hours: 8 ajn-10 pm Daily
Last load in at 8:45 pm

BUSY?. TIRED? Try Our Laundry Drop-Off Service'

Try this on
for fries.
^•^T^

me things just I eh ng together like (he<
.md trench fries And there s onl\ one place to gel thi
two great tastes Gold Stai Chili. Visit us .it Rkhnmncl
Mall or m Lexington <it Fayette Mall, Turfland Mall.
Wood hill Shopping Plaza or our newest location in
Hdmburi; Plaza Ordei Combo 06 and try us on for fries

i.

Combo #6

1 cheese coneys, regular fries
& regular drink.

Visit us at Richmond Mall, 348 Eastern By-Pass,
Richmond, KY 40475 • 859-624-3613

Save
On,,.„..—..
Comboi #6
11
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t. regular drink)
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On* coupon par parson, par «WL M
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The taste that's taking over

Gold
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:0T offers entry level masters program
Fsstern's ocfuprtwal therapy
. department wiH revise its curricu;kMn to became an entry lewd ma*
: tor's procram in the U of 2003
The Representative Assembly
Zoi the American Occupational
TTherapy Association issued a
■ mandate in 1999 requiring stu- dents to obtain a post hfralaire- ate decree upon entry into the
. prosesston.
I Onda Bennett, department
;chair. said the department is
; dereloping the new psnjHM <orTbe curriculum design and
degree options are still in the
planning process." Bennett said.
"It will require graduate level
work in order to become an occupational therapist"
Over the next two years.
Eastern's existing occupational
therapy baccalaureate degree will
be phased out. Only those students already enrolled in the program or those who enroll before
January 2003 will receive a baccalaureate degree.
The application deadline for
entry into the last baccalaureate
program is Sept 15. 2002. Those

accessed win hfgw classes in the
spring of 2003.
Heather Poole. a senior occupational therapy major, said that
the changes will make incoming
students more competitive in the
field.
"I think the department is
doing a good thing," Poole said.
1 think it's greatAdmission into the program
usually occurs during the second
semester of the students' sophomore year.
It is anticipated that students
will continue to be admitted
during their undergraduate
years once the new program is
implemented. Up to 50 students per year will be accepted
into the entry level master's
program.
Jennifer Mania, a senior occupational therapy major, said tins is
going to be a major change for
the staff and students.
1 think it's a positive move for
Eastern," Manis said.
Manis. vice president of the
Student Occupational Therapy
Association, plans to return after a
few years in the field to obtain a
master's degree through the program.
"I am very excited to come
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Ralph Nader. 2000 Green Party
presidential candidate, will speak
at Berea College tonight at 8 p.m.
in the Seabury Center.
Nader's lecture is titled. The
American Duopoly" and will cover
the protection of America's natural resources and the promotion of
safe, economical and environmentally sound energy use through
conservation and renewable
resources. There will be an opportunity to ask Nader questions at
the end of the lecture and a reception in the Seabury Center
Trustees Room afterwards.
■ John Crowden, Coordinator of
Convocations at Berea College
(the sponsor of the lecture), said
Nader has a significant influence
focusing on public issues in
American life and has been
remarkably productive" in effec-
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back and go through the new curriculum that they have set up."
Manis said.
Students accepted into the program in the faD of 2003 will follow
an entry-level curriculum resulting in a master's degree.
"We're hoping to focus on leadership and the scholarship of our

students to become nationally
known leaders in the field."
Bennett said.
For further information about
the program or the curriculum
changes.
contact
Ashlyn
Cunningham, chair of undergraduate admissions committee, at
622*384.

Nader speaks at Berea College tonight
BVBCTH HOWARD

EMWlw

■

Crystal Tacks*, a junior occupational therapy major from Hoyd County.
participates in an OT card game. Professor
Alton conducts the game

tive consumer protection laws, in influential Americans of the
the creation of watchdog agen- Twentieth Century. He is a
cies, in the drafting of the lawyer, a consumer-protection
Freedom of Information Act and advocate and was the 2000 presidential candidate for the Green
in the formation of citizen
Party.
groups, including student
Nader graduated from
pubbc research groups.
Princeton University and
"Having Ralph Nader
Harvard Law School and
speak on campus seemed
to be an opportunity to
has been a leader in the
consumer-protection
energize and empower
movement since the midstudents and to increase
608. He has worked with
the awareness of those
lawmakers and dedicated
who have not been so
activists who became
involved," Crowden said.
known as "Nader's
Crowden said many
Raiders." Nader was
students on Berea's caminstrumental in creating
pus are vitally interested wasa2000
the Occupational Safety
in environmental issues, Green Party
and
Health
are political activists and presidential
are involved in a service- candidate.
Administration,
the
Environmental Protection
learning center — all of
Agency
and
the
which apply to Nader's
Consumer Product Safety
professional career.
Nader was honored by Time Commission.
Nader helped draft and pass
magazine as one of the 100 most

such laws as the Safe Drinking
Water Act the Meat and Poultry
Inspection Rules, the Air and
Water Pollution Control Laws and
the Freedom of Information Act.
He has also enlightened
American citizens to many corporate ethics and human safety
issues and formed citizen groups
that operate in over 23 states.
Nader ran for president in
1996 and in 2000 on the Green
Party ticket In 2000 he received
4 percent of the national votes.
His latest accomplishment was
introducing a new grassroots
movement called "Democracy
Rising."
Admission is free and open to
the public. There will also be a
press conference at 5 p.m. in the
Student Organization Lounge in
the Berea College Alumni
Building. Berea College President
Larry Shinn will join Nader in the
conference.
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We Welcome EKU Students —

Taylor's Sporting Goods
See us for
your
T-shirts
and lettering
•TROPHIES
PLAQUES
CUSTOM
ENGRAVING
515 Leighway Drive
College Park
Shopping Ctr
623-9517
Good

Luck Colonels!

Brought to you by the EKU Substance Abuse Committee, 622-1303

0 Aicohoi improves my SCRUB performance.
1 Although you may think that drinking
makes you better in bed, physiologically
alcohol reduces your performance.
11 can drink and still be in control.
CT5 Drinking impair* your judgment, which
increases the likelihood that you will
do something you'll later regret such
as having unprotected sex, besig *wolved
in date rape, damaging property, or
being victimized by others.

tJ*TH • Drinking isn't all that dangerous.
^TACT
ACT5 One in three II- to 24-year-olds

Am

admitted to emergency rooms
(or serious injuries are intoxicated.
And alcohol is also associated with
homicides, suicides, and drownings.
' I can sober up quickly if I have to.

tACT
ACT# It takes about 3 hours to eliminate
W*

the alcohol content of two drinks,
depending on your weight Nothing
can speed up this process—not even
coffee or cold showers.

tl&Llu', It's ok for me to drink to keep up
^"^
with my boyfriend.

mil at I can manage to drive well enough
after a few drinks.
PACT* About one-half of al fetal traffic crashes
among II- to 24-year-olds involve
alcohol. Your impairment is related
to your blood alcohol concentration
(■AC). Depending on your weight,
you can have a BAC of 0.02% after
only one drink, which can slow your
reaction time and make it difficult to
concentrate on two things simultaneously. A BAC of 0.03% can significantly
impair your steering. At 0.04% your
vision begins to focus on the center
of the road and you cannot respond
as well to street signs, traffic signals,
and pedestrians. By 0.05% your
driving will be noticeably erratic,
^\
especially to the police.

West Main Street

Jaste The Magic
FREE
DELIVERY
624-0404

£wTTH: I'd be better off if I learn to "hold
"•*
my liquor."

rAwl* K you have to drink increasingly
larger amounts of alcohol to get a
"buzz" or get "high," you are developing
tolerance. This increases your vulnerability to many serious problems,
-**\
including alcoholism.

-

• mm BREAD

STROMBOU
MHGS

* Awl»Your peers don't drink as mu-h as
you think they do. A recent survey
of more than 44,000 college students
shows that most students drink little
*•• M^ or no alcohol on a weekly basis.

LMXTlli There is no point in postponing
^^
drinking until I'm over 21.

B4KTB* Beer doesn't have as much alcohol as
•*•»»*■* hard liquor.
PACT* A 12-ounce bottle of beer has the same
amount of alcohol as a standard shot
of 80-proof liquor (either straight
or in a mixed drink) or
5 ounces of wine.

The Eastern

Natkmallnt«ut.»nAkorK>i
Abuse and Akoheiism
National Imtitutei
•fHaakh

».

• SWEETIE PIE
■ CHEESE BREAD

JWlTuJ I have to drink to fie in.

PACT* Women process alcohol differently.
No matter how much he drinks, if
you drink the same amount as your
boyfriend, you wi be more intoxicated
^J
and more impaired.

FACT* Research shows that the longer
you postpone drinking, the
less likely you are to ever
experience alcoholrelated problems.

?:A

Questions?
Visit your campus health
center or NIAAA at
httpi/'www.niaaa.nih.fov

Pro ress
urcss.eku.edu

Interested in writing
news? Stop by the
Donovan Annex
Room 117 for more
information or call
622-1882.
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PROGRESS CLASSIFIEDS
from Florida! Get group
springbreaktravel.com

HELP WANTED;
Pickup chftdrsn 2:46 p.m. and
watch in my home untH 5:00 p.m. MF. must have dependable car. 859624-2380 after 6:00 p.m
Help! I need somebody!
Garden
Now accepting applications for a*
positions. Madtoon Garden.
FOR SALE:
1986 Chevrolet Lurrena Van.
1992 OtdsmoMe Cutlass Supreme
Station Wagon. 1977 Sea Ray
Runabout Boat. Call EKU Credit
Union at 859-622-1089.

MISC;
Ultimate Sports Line, scores /
spreads.
it's
incredible!
TheHotpages.neVsports2265534.ht
m.

Kevin MsrsVProgress

Ultimate Fantasies1
Live!! Girls!
Girls!
Girls!
TheHotpages.neVchat2265534.htm
TRAVEL:

Goal posts
1 De*yck Huetefl. top. Gordon Robinson, left, and Dormy Bullock, right, worked
to mstai new goal posts on Eastern's football tiekt Tuesday afternoon. Eastern students rushed onto the
football field and tore down both goal posts after Eastern's first home football game Sept 8. Kidd's team
celebrated Roy Kidd's 300th win against Liberty University, located In Virginia. The new goal posts were
bought from Rodgers Company and are owned by former colonel Rick Sang. The goal posts cost approximately $2,500 apiece. The goal posts had not been ordered prior to the Sept. 8 game.

► News Briefs
Compiled by Ronica Brandenburg

Kentucky Utilities
Blood drive to be held
schedules power outage in Powell Oct 2 and 3

New student records
available in SGA office

Kentucky Utilities has scheduled a power outage for the south
side of the Eastern by-pass this
weekend.
Several buildings will be left
without power in an attempt to
repair equipment that failed in the
outage earlier this summer.
The power outage will start at
7:30 am. Sept 22. The following
campus buildings will be affected:
Perkins. Hummel. Stratton.
Funderburk, Ashland Fire
Service. McKinney Skills, Greg
Adams and Keene Hall.
Power will return on Sept 23.

Freshmen who have not
picked up their new student
records can do so by visiting the
Student Government Association
office. The office is open from 8
a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday.
Call 622-1724 for more information.

Robertson hosts book
club Sept. 19
Douglas Robertson will host
the "Breakfast Book Club" starting at 7:45 a.m. and ending at 9
a.m. Sept 19 in die Faculty Club
Lounge.
The event is being sponsored
by the Teaching and Learning
Center, and the book discussed
will be The Small Room* by May
Sarton.
»

Dillehay to speak Sept
19 in Moore Building.
The Chautauqua Lecture
Series will be presenting
"Debating Who the First
Americans Were: Pundits,
Politicians and Indigenous
Rights."
The lecture will start at 7:30
p.m. Sept 19 in Room 116 of the
Moore Building. Thomas Dillehay
of the department of anthropology will speak at the lecture.

Eastern and the Central
Kentucky Blood Center will sponsor a blood drive from 9:30 a.m. to
6 p.m. Oct 2 and 3 in the Powell
Building lobby.
For more information, contact
Lore it a Robinson at (606)6797413.

Wasicsko appointed
to standards board

Business Consortium
receives training grant

Mark Wasicsko has been
appointed to serve on the Education
Professional Standards Board. His
position started Sept 18.
Wasicsko wUl.lje representing deans of colleges of education.

The Kentucky Cabinet for
Economic Development has
issued a $59,614.50 grant to the
Madison County Business
Consortium.
The grant will go toward the
training of 70 workers.

Eastern to sponsor
Spotlight Day Oct 13

County seeks volleyball
teams, deadline Sept 28

Eastern will sponsor a
Spotlight D*y for prospective students and their families.
The event will start at 8:30 a.m.
Oct. 13 in Brock Auditorium.
Events will continue throughout
campus until 2 p.m
Interested students must preregister by calling 622-2106.

The Richmond Parks and
Recreation Department is accepting
teams for the Co-Rec. Church and
Independent Volleyball Leagues.
The seven-game season will
cost $100. The deadline for entry
is 5 p.m. Sept 28.
For more information, call 6238753.

Autumn Voices series
kicks off Sept 25

Chess Club to meet
every Thursday

Eastern is sponsoring the 2001
Autumn Voices lecture series.
On
Sept.
25,
Walter
DeKeseredy, of Ohio University,
will speak on ways to enhance
safety for women.
AD lectures in the series will start
at 7 p.m. in Room 106 of the Crabbe
Library.

Eastern's Chess Club will
meet at 7 p.m. every Thursday
in Room 208 of the Crabbe
Library.
For more information call
Kevin Jones at 622-3170 or e-mail
at KevinJones@eku.edu.
All levels of players are welcome; instruction is available.

► Police Beat: Sept. 7 ■ Silt. 14
Compiled by Kevin Howard

The following reports have
been filed with Eastern's
Division of Public Safety.

VSean Brown. 19, Louisville, was
charged with possession of marijuana.

Sept 14
Erik Ross. 19, Troy, Ohio, was
arrested and charged with public
intoxication and possession of
drug paraphernalia.

Sept 12
Ray White Jr., 18. Richmond,
was charged with possession of
an alcoholic beverage by a minor.

Sept 13
Bryan Childe reported a theft in
Commonwealth Hall. A game station, four games, memory card,
cable box and power cord, totaling $570, was taken.
Shelby Young, 18, Richmond,
was charged with possession of
marijuana.
Eddie Coeby. 21, Richmond, was
charged with the possession of marijuana and a suspended license.
Ryan Fiacher. 19. Cynthiana.
was arrested and charged with
alcohol intoxication.

Daniel Hollia. 24, Richmond,
was charged with possession of
marijuana.
Lacy Howard reported $30 and
her checkcard stolen.
Sept 10
A resident of Palmer Hall
reported receiving harassing
phone calls.
Sept 9
A resident of Palmer Hall
reported receiving harassing
phone calls.
Sept7
Keith Mariow reported the theft
of a key from the Gentry
Building.
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Statua stolen
On Sept 5. Eastern
employee Deidra Adams
reported a $1.500 statue
stolen from the Martin Room
of the Powell Building.
The statue, "Apollo," which
Is a small replica of the much
bigger "Apollo" In front of the
Powell Building, was still
missing from the Martin Room
as of Sept. 17, according to
Adams.

Robert Caswell, 20. Bowling
Green, was arrested and charged
with improper registration plates,
operating under a suspended
license and possession of a suspended license.
Niki Jackson reported her car
being broken into and damaged
in the Kit Carson Parking Lot.
The only item missing was her
parking decal.

Have a good
news idea? Call
the progress at
622-1882.

Early specials!
Spring
Bahamas Party Cruise! 5 days
$279! Includes meals, parties, awesome beaches, nightlife! Departs

go free!

1-800-678-6386
Early Spring Break Specials!
Cancun & Jamaica from $389! Air.
hotel, free meals, drinks, award winning company! Group leaders free!
Florida vacations $1291
spnhgbreaktravel.com 1-800-678-6386.
Help wanted' Spring Break Reps.
It's a no brainer." 15 sales = 2 free
trips. 30 sales = 2 free trips + $525.
It's easy. Sign up today! www.sunsplashtours.com or 1 -800-4267710.
•1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun. v Jamaica, Bahamas &
Florida. Earn, caah & go frssl Now
hiring Campus Reps 1-800-2347007. endtosssumrnertour8.com.
Spring Break with STS. America's
#1 student tour operator. Promote
trips on-campas. earn cash and free
trips. InfcVreservations: 1-800-6484849. www.8tstravel.com
Spring Break 2002 M
Student
Express hiring sales reps.
Cancun features free meals and
parties at Fat Tuesdays - MTV
Headquarters. Mexico, Jamaica,
Bahamas, South Padre. Florida.
Prices from $469, with major airlines. 24,000 travelers in 2001.
Call 1-800-787-3787 for free
brochure.

Pick and Pack Your Wa\
Through The Holiday Season
$9.25/ Mom
Kelly Services Is currently accepting applications for
seasonal warehouse positions at a Lexington Center
e-comerce Fulfillment Center
Mon - Thur
6:30 am -5:00 pm* or 7:30 am -6:00 pm*

www.studentexpress.com
Spring Break insanity!
www.inter-campus.com or osfl 1-800327-6013. Guaranteed lowest prices!
We're the best - forget the rest!
Rkasn years experience! AldesHnaHonal
.earn lop $$$.buid resume!
LOST AND FOUND:
Lost Jacket at EKU football game
Maroon & khaki reversible jacket
near Box No. 4. If found, return to
EKU Human Resources Dept., or
cal 859-623-3440.

Want to sell something or buy something? Want to wish
^our teacher a happy|
birthday for brownie
points?
You can do it with
Progress classifieds.
Call Catherine at
622-1881.
WIN1
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NATIONAL COLLEGE WEEK

Mon-Thur
6:30 pm- 5:00 am"

Friday - Sunday
6:30 am - 6:30 pm*
'Mandatory overtime is required. ** Shift differential
If you are a hard working, energetic individual able, to work
long hours and all holidays in a fast paced warehouse environment, and want to earn great money during the holiday season,
we invite you to come and apply at our On-site location:

1-88U-SKITHIS
www.Uskithis.com

CUSTOM
SCREEN
PRINTING

1850 Mercer Road • (next to UPS)

Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday
9:00 am - 12:00 pm
Please bring two forms of Id

For additional information call:
(859) 254-3422
HS Diploma/GED are required
Criminal background check and drug screen will be
conducted as a condition of employment for this alts

KELLY SERVICES
An Kqiul Opportunity Kmployer. Never an Applicant Fee.

9 TW*

Who is the U.S.
Secretary of State?
Be the first one to answer
the question correctly
& win a Free T-shirt

(859) 624-2200
ON CORNER OF FIRST & MAIN

OFFICER CANDIDATES
WANTIOI) - GO FOR THE GOLD
Kentucky Army National Guard is accepting applications
for Officer Candidate Programs. This includes Direct Commission, ROTC/Simultaneous Membership Program and
Office Candidate School.
BENEFITS INCLUDE-FREE COLLEGE TUITION ASSISTANCE, in addition to the Army College Fund and the
Montgomery GI Bill.
Call 2nd Lieutenant Travis Carpenter @ (502) 395-0048
to schedule an appointment
CALL NOW - LIMITED OPENING

\a

^anding
Laundry C£ Tanning
The largest Laundromat
In Town!

62W36

908 Redhouse Road
(next to Madison Hills
Subdivision)
Sunday - Thursday
8 a.m. - 10 p.m.
Friday A Saturday
8 a.m. - 9 p.m.

Nice, Clean Facilities
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Do the Watermelon Crawl
Cindy Rice, a 22-year-oW senior French major, was the Kappa
Delta Tau candidate for Watermelon Princess Tuesday during the
Lambda Chi Watermelon Bust, which was held at the track.

KUSTRA:

Couple was
visiting son
From The Front
out that a plane had hit the tower
before he connected the two
events in his mind.
"At that moment. I realized
that the plane I had just seen
overhead was the one that had
crashed into the tower," Kustra
said. "I really don't remember
what was going through my
brain."
Kustra ran back to tell Kathy
the news, and the two watched
the news from the 8th floor apartment building until the first building collapsed. Then they made
their way onto the streets.
"It was like a Godzilla movie
where you see all the people running from the monster," Kustra
said. "But the people weren't running, they were walking briskly."
Kustra said the worst part for
him and Kathy was not knowing
what was coming next, fearing the
terrorists would strike again.
"When you're on an island and
they've made it difficult to get on
or off, you know you're in a pretty
serious situation," Kustra said.
After standing in line for half
an hour to stock up on groceries
for their extended stay, the
Kustras spent the next two days
walking the streets of Manhattan
trying to contemplate the terror
first, then the heroism and bravery they were witnessing.
"Kathy and I both felt fairly
comfortable in New York City in
the aftermath," Kustra said. "At
that point it may have been one of
the safest places to be. We were
next to a police officer wherever
we were."
But Kustra said being at the
scene of such a devastating event
doesn't give him any deeper
appreciation for what the city is
going through than anyone else.
"I don't think being where we
were gives us any advantage on

grief, sorrow or loss," he said.
"One thing I can't get off my mind
is that four-year-old little girl that I
now know was on the plane that
flew over my head."
Even the fact that the two were
a half-hour away from almost certain death hasn't sunk in yet,
Kustra said.
"Kathy and I both have really
not been able to focus as much on
the close call because we are both
overwhelmed by the tragedy," he
said.
Kustra said the only way he
knew to explain it was to tell people of the state to imagine the
Bluegrass region without its
horse farms.
Kustra still has the tickets to
see the World Trade Center. He
said they will stay in a family
scrapbook as a "grim reminder^
of that day. That is, unless they
can be put to good use.
"If they were valuable to somebody's understanding of the event
or were valuable in raising funds
for a relief effort, I would be willing
to contribute them," Kustra said.
As a former policy-maker,
Kustra said he believes the
biggest change will have to be in
the country's relationships with
other nations, especially those
that practice Islam.
"Our foreign policy is going to
have to be viewed as fair throughout the world," Kustra said. This
conflict is not against Islam. The
Koran does not promote this conflict any more than the Bible
does."
Within the next three to six
weeks, the Kustras plan to return
to New York to see Matthew. The
Kustras have both been married
before, and Matthew is Kathy's
ton, although the two have said
before that they don't think of
their three children as step children.
Although they worry about
Matthew's safety, Kustra said that
would not keep them from visiting
him.
"I think Mayor Giuliani put his
finger on it," Kustra said. The
best way to get back at terrorism
is to let them know they haven't
changed our lives."
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unlimited $
local calling

39"!

• One low monthly rate
• Free long distance to areas
you call the most
• Free voice mail, caller ID
• Ask about no contract,
no credit check options

Works like a normal wireless
phone outside local area!
FREE PHONE

T^The Eastern

Progre§ f

«s
Plans that fit the way ytxi talk:
1.800.218.1952 www.c8loneusa.coni

If you are
interested in
placing an ad,
please contact
Crystal at 6221881.*

cm* On.
SMEaeamBypHt
1850) 314 3500

Oar* Warworn S«YC««
18581673-1500

CELLULAR
firm Dobson CeOutar Systems
ftcnmorw •Man •?
888 namond Paa
B86W25 0048
(F)85M2W»Z9

IMarMyBoWtSiclX
1858) 624 0220

Breen service incudes unarmed caling. 24 ran a day and al weak, torn the Breen Service area Breue zones ml avertable at at markets, so ate
store tor more detain free phone may not tie Die handeet shown and may vary by DcaMn Breen service requires an approved Ogrtal phone and ■
contingent upon credit check and annual contact Toa-rree catng oner not tuaaabla to at area codes and • anted •) caae made tram the Breen
zone See your local store lor more details on coverage and service pax features When outade the Breen zone, roaming, long distance and oner
charges may apply Cellular One reserves the right to cancel or modify any plan with 30-days notice See More tor complete details.
O2001 CelustrOne 132-1-COKY6

s Meeting is Tuesday
From The Front
weeks before to allow time for
approval.
She says the SGA is excited
about the new funding.
"We've had a lot of phone calls,
people wanting to know when the
meeting is," Montgomery said.
Montgomery also thinks the
additional funding will allow student groups to do more.
"It's going to go well, and students are going to like it," she
said.
The form states that the SGA
will not fund certain requests,
such as those for non-university
printing services, subscriptions,
personal gifts or contributions,
scholarships and expenses
incurred prior to SGA's
approval.
The SGA is planning a different method of allocating the funds

beginning in January. Through
mid-term, they will take applications for events that will be held
in the Fall 2002 semester. They
plan to approve 75 percent of the
money before the fall semester
starts.
The remaining 25 percent will
be saved for interim requests
from groups once the semester
begins.
Representatives from student
organizations are encouraged to
come to an informational meeting
at 6:30 p.m. Sept. 25 in the Clark
Room of the Wallace Building to
find out more about funding for
their groups.
For more information about organizational funding, visit the SGA's
Web site at www.sga.eku.edu.
Guidelines for the binding are listed
in Article VI of the SGA constitution,
which is available on the Web she.

CUTBACKS: Syllabuses sold
From The Front
ments never have money to do
the things they want to do," Hart
said. He said that this year, his
college had no increases in its
operational budget.
"We try to be as frugal as we
can and try to manage our
resources," he said. Those
resources might increase if efforts
to increase funds, like gift-giving
and securing more government
grants—two things Hart's college
is working on—pay off.
Hart said two areas that always
needed more funding were equipment and scholarship funds.
Other departments are also
looking for other ways to cut
costs. Until last year, the department of government provided students in its courses with blue

books during their tests.
Now, the department no longer
buys the books, according to professor Jane Rainey. She said the
books had been in use the entire
time she's been at Eastern.
Rainey said that although she
didn't know of any students who
had been required to buy the
books, she didn't think it would
necessarily be inappropriate.
"It's just a matter of budget,"
Rainey said. She said that requiring students to buy materials like
the books is not uncommon at
universities.
Department of government
professor Sara Zeigler said that
she doesn't require students to
buy the books either, but that she
gives them the option. Zeigler
said that the books used in her
classes usually cost 25 cents.

who said there are no
on
good [bcEIFS]
campu S?
The best bars on campus don't serve drinks, they serve their country. You see,
when you complete Army ROTC and graduate, you'll be an officer end get a set of
gold bars. (The kind you wear on your shoulder.) In the process, you'll have learned
how to think on your feet. Be part of a team. Even be a leader. And an Army ROTC
scholarship might have helped pay your way. Register for an Army ROTC class todays
Because there's no better buzz than the sense of accomplishment.

ARMY ROTC

Unlike any other college course 70a can take.

d*

3 V
Want to be one of tomorrow's leaders and earn those bars?
Call Major McGuire at 622-1215 or Visit Begley 522
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MISSION: Search
Richmond for flag

Three art
students
make own
U.S. flag
John Hays/Progress

BYGMA VAJLE
Staff writer

Hentrick. Bert Bucher and Jackie Petty, art students, couldn't And a flag, so they
decided to create their own. It is hanging from the Campbell Building.
TMH

In a passing glance, the American flag
draped from the Jane F. Campbell
Building looks like any ordinary flag.
The colors red. white and blue exhibit
shades of patriotism. The stars representing each state are all in place while
the stripes representing the 13 original
colonies ripple in the late summer wind.
This particular flag, however, is not an
ordinary pennant. Although it symbolizes
freedom and liberty, this flag also represents much more. It is one student's way
of expressing grief, anger and defiance in
the face of the terrorist attacks on Sept.
11.
Tessa Hentrick watched in utter disbelief as The World Trade Centers collapsed, burying thousands of innocent
people in the rubble.
She was appalled by the terrorists' display of cowardice and felt compelled to
strike back. She felt the need to show
she cared.
Hentrick, along with fellow art students Bert Bucher and Jackie Petty, took
on the task of making the flag. The students stretched the 6-by-8 foot canvas
along the fourth floor of the Campbell
Building and went to work.
"It all happened so fast." Hentrick
said. "It was pure adrenaline. Every splatter of paint was a conscious effort to
show the pride, and how we weren't as
shut down as they wanted us to be."
Before she undertook the role of a
modem-day Dolly Madison. Hentrick ran
into a problem. Every store in Richmond,
including Wal-mart and Kmart, had sold
out of American flags in the midst of the
tragedies.
Undaunted. Hentrick, who is an art
major at Eastern, turned to Joe Molinaro
for help. Molinaro. a ceramics art
instructor, suggested that she use her
artistic skills and make one.

"She was so distraught that I felt I one going crazy.
must do something to help out,"
The three students worked diligently
Molinaro said. "Finally, after several for more than three hours, and after
hours of looking for a flag, I said, 'Look, adding the finishing touches, the flag
you're a visual artist, so make one."
was hung from Molinaro's office window.
Molinaro's advice lit
The flag appears to
a fire in Kentrick and
have the same charher fellow students. 44
Every splatter of acteristics of other
Molinaro provided the
canvas while Bucher
flags. The
paint was a con- American
used his supply of
lone exception is a
paint, and the process
scious effort to black stripe that runs
began.
through the middle of
The lack of Impathy
show the pride,
the
symbol much like
across the campus
the sadness that conand how ws
spurred the trio into
sumed the students
sending a symbolic
weren't as shut
while they painted.
message Bucher said.
Sept. 11 stretches
"We. as art students,
down as they
felt there was a lot of
from one end of the
apathy around campus."
wanted us to be. ebony strip to the other.
said Bucher, a senior art
"The black symbolTessa Hentrick.
major from Richmond.
izes the destruction,
art student the pit of humanity,"
"So, we decided to put
up something that sym» Hentrick said. "The
bolized our grief."
white splatters of paint
Kentrick was also
ashes symbolize the
affected by the lack of
ashes that have consumed New York
patriotism displayed across the campus.
"I couldn't believe there wasn't a flag City."
out on the building," Hentrick said. "So, I
While painting the flag was a release
took it in my hands to put a flag on the of emotion, watching it unfurl in the
building to express my patriotism and gust of wind was uplifting to Hentrick.
grief."
And she expects the flag to last for a
She asked numerous students for long time.
help, but no one seemed to have the
"The flag is a symbol that stands
time. That is except for Bucher. Petty
and Molinaro. She feels that Molinaro's above all," Kentrick said. "What do they
support was a stabilizing force in her put on the moon? It has brought this
new refreshed patriotism throughout
task.
"He (Molinaro) helped get the canvas the country. Once that flag comes down,
for us and supported me," Hentrick said. I want it replaced with a permanent
"He made me feel like I wasn't the only flag."

Kites, Tails and Toys, a store out of
In a wave of patriotism not evident in
Showell. Md.. ran out last week, but those
the past decades, people all across the
who are bk-ssed with patience can subnation rushed to stores after the Sept
scribe to its mailing list that will let them
11 attacks to get the American flag— Ok)
know when new flags can be purchased.
Glory. The Stars and Stripes hung on
Flagnne.com also is sold out but says
houses, some stood in yards, and many
rippled from car windows. Richmond was flags are expected by the end of the month.
Ussigncrafters.com promises flags shipped
no different
within six to eight weeks.
I began my search for the flag
Anyflag.com comes right out and
Sunday. I didn't think it would be
teus visitors to its Web she that it
a big deal at all. You go in Walhas no idea when it will be able to
mart, pay a few bucks and leave
ship flags.
feeling all patriotic and warm
Californiamedia.com is selling
inside. Boy. was I wrong.
flags for $20 as long as supplies
Since a lot of you also are
last. Those proceeds, what is
wondering where you can get
made less costs, will go to the
the flag — and I know this
Red Cross. The Fireman's Fund,
because every store I called said
National Search Dog Foundation,
it had received hundreds of calls
The United Way and The
a day — I decided to do the
DENATACKETT Salvation Army. Each charity will
research for you. I spent hours
For ttf record
receive the same amount of proon the Internet trying to find
ceeds. Soldiercity.com promises
you, and me, an American flag. I
its 3-by-5 foot flags will be available later
called Richmond stores and asked
this week for only $8.95.
around on campus. Here's what I found:
Chcaperthandirt.com will ship its
Both Wal-mart and Kmart sold out
$6.97 flag within two weeks, it promises
early last week. According to Ada Boger,
on its site. Bev's Windsock Boutique said
store manager for Kmart the two stores
on its she it had limited supplies, but
get their flags from the same manufacturer, who ran out last week and had to begin would ship by Sept 24 or 25. A 3-by-5 foot
flag cost $12 and a 2-by-3 foot one cost
production again. American flag production is usually saved for the Fourth of Jury. $10. To order, you can e-mail bwb©
bev windsock.com.
she said. The two stores combined to sell
Some sites seemed like they had flags
almost 600.000 flags last week.
in stock, but didn't say when they were
Boger said when the requests came
pouring in on Sept 11, Kmart only had its updated last so I don't know if they still
have them. Here are some of those sites:
Jury stock left over, which consisted of
Parkerflags.com StartcoHecting.com,
only about 50 regular flags and 300 car
Flagmart.com. Flagsoftheworld.com,
flags. All of those were gone by early
Flagworld.com, Marthastewart.com and
Wednesday. Boger said.
Flags-by-swi.com.
Both stores expect flags to be shipped
If you can settle for a printable image until
to their stores by the end of this week.
you get the real thing, there are hundreds
The Family Dollar Store gets 30 to 40
of sites that offer them, like Fg-a.com,
caDs a day from people wanting a flag. The
Freefort.com and Usflag.org.
store tried to go through its corporate .
I hope h helps you be able to fly the
office, but hasn't had any hick finding flags,
flag high in support of our country. I
said Mary Hollon. store manager. Instead,
know I will.
HoDon said she suggests red, white and
Oh, didn't I tell you? In my search for
blue ribbons or candles, but it didn't take
the flag, I found one. Well, two actually,
long for those to get sold out either.
Kroger officials said the store is expect- because there was a limit of two on them
when I bought them. I found the flags at
ing a shipment of flags on Sept 25. Winnthe Dollar Store next to Winn-Dixie
Dixie hoped to get some in yesterday.
Every other store I called in Richmond Tuesday while doing research for this
article. There were only a couple left
said they were sold out and weren't
when I went through the checkout
expecting any flags to come in.
Don't give up. though. If you try hard
If you don't care to wait, there are
plenty of Internet sites that have the flags enough and use the information I spent
so long putting together for you. you too
on sale. Most won't be shipped for anycan wave the red, white and bhie.
where from two to eight weeks, though.

Try One Of Our Delicious

WRAPS

Are you Bombed 4
D

with Bills?

Located in
Grab n' Go Cooler

THEN COME DOWN TO
SERA-TEC PLASMA CENTER
FOR FAST CASH!!!!!!!!

BORITOS

VJ

PLASMA DONORS RECEIVE $15 FOR FIRST
DONATION AND $30 FOR SECOND DONATION IN THE SAME MON. - SAT. WEEK, AND
NEW DONORS CAN MAKE $60 WITH TWO
CONSECUTIVE DONATIONS.

• FRIENDLY ATMOSPHERE
• EASY & SAFE PROCEDURE
• IMMEDIATE CASH PAYMENT

SERA-TEC PLASMA CENTER
292 SOUTH 2ND STREET

(8591624-9815
Visit the Eastern Progress online at
www.easternprogress.com

Fountain Food Court
Choose from one of these
tasty Cool Wraps!
'»

*i

Spicy Chicken
Chicken Caesar
Chargrilled Chicken
Fountain Food Court Hours of Operation:
Monday-Thursday
Friday
7:30 AM - 9:00 PM
7:30 AM -5:00 PM
Saturday
10:30 AM-2:00PM

Sunday
Closed
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CAMPUS REMEMBERS

Student reservists wait for call
BrQeyv/MU
Staff writer
If the anticipation is worse than
any imaginable roller coaster ride,
for Eastern reservists this has
been the longest roller coaster
ride of their fife.
Sitting by the phone, palms
sweaty, anticipating the call — not
much has changed since last
Tuesday night when many of
Eastern's students serving in the
Armed Forces began the wail.
"You find out who your true
friends are," Jesse Palmer, 22, of
CarroDton said of the phone caDs he
has received from worried friends.
The fire arson explosives investigation major is a Lance Cpl. in a
Marine M.P. unit out of Lexington.
"Every time the phone rings. I
hope it's them. But I look at my Caler
I.D. and see it's not," said Chris
Sutton. a 21-year-old police administration major from Crestwood
Lance Cpl. Sutton, a Marine
M.P. reservist, is anxiously awaiting the call to be activated.

Kevin MarhvPrograt*

Sending a message
MaMaaa Cozart a Counseling Center staff member, wrote a message on the poster hanging In the Powell Building. The poster wiH
be sent to the Pentagon. All students are encouraged to sign the
banners. The Counseling Center put up the banners.

"I haven't talked to anyone
who doesn't want to be activated,"
Sutton said.
Brian Mitchell, an Army
reservist is still worried about the
possibility of war.
"I don't feel much of anything
right now, but I'm worried still."
he said.
A week's worth of wait is taking a toll on the reservists whose
lives could change with one
phone call.
"If s more than just anticipation
I'd rather know now. Know
whether I'm going to be overseas in
a desert someplace or in the mountains over there in Afghanistan. I'd
rather know than sit here waiting
for a phone call," said Lance CpL
Matt Crouch, a 22-year-old Marine
reservist from Louisville.
The junior police administration major has been put on standby and still awaits word on if and
when his tank unit from PL Knox
will be activated.
"My
commanding officers said it could

be 60 days to three to five months
before we get activated." Crouch
said.
Crouch had his bags packed on
Tuesday and is ready to go as soon
as he gets the call.
Tm over the 1 don't want to go'
stage. I've already made a commitment; I'm going to take it like a
man." he said.
Though the nation has not
declared war against anyone,
many reservists think it is
inevitable. If the United States
does go to war. all of Eastern's
reservists who are called to active
duty will be forced to withdraw
from school. The thought left
some reservists worried about
their tuition money.
Retha Sandlin from Veterans
Affairs Office said all students
who get called to active duty will
have their tuition refunded. She
said the VA office hasn't heard of
any students who have been
called to active duty, but several
reservists who are on standby
have called to request information

If you become active

■ Call Retha Sandlin in die
Veterans Affairs Office so
your Montgomery G.I. Bill
can be terminated.
■ Take a letter of withdrawal
and a copy of your orders to
the legist!at before you leave.
If you cannot do this before
you leave, you wii receive failing grades for the semester.
You can void those by bringing a letter of withdrawal and
a copy of your orders to the
registrar's office when you
return from active duty.
about withdrawing from school in
case they are activated.
Palmer says the Armed
Forces are "on the same sheet of
music. Usually we say Marines
are better than the Navy or Army,
but now we're all standing together. There is a true brotherhood in
the forces."

Groups help cope with sorrow Eastern observes national
'Day of Prayer* Friday

BY ROWCA BWAWOBWURO

/Vows editor

Last Tuesday. America was
forced to stand tall as The United
States of America.
An hour of tragic events erased
everyone's personal daily agenda
and forced people to join hands
with their estranged neighbors in
an effort to survive terrorist
attacks.
Students and faculty at Eastern
also had to join together this past
week in order to maintain hope
for the future of America.
Many organizations on campus
have planned or are planning
events in order to pay homage
and mourn the innocent lost lives.
Other groups are organizing to
help people cope with the sorrow
and stress.
The counseling center at
Eastern is always a place where students can go for help; however,
since last Tuesday, counseling center employees have left their offices
and have started roaming campus
to reach out to those in need.

"When this first happened, we
went walking around campus,"
said Jen Walker, Director of the
counseling center. "We sent out emails to all faculty instructing
them on what to do if one of their
students was to be affected by the
tragedy. Sometimes something
like this can trigger other feelings
in a person."
Counseling service employees
on campus have made themselves
known in all of the resident halls
and are keeping communication
open between them and the resident hall staff.
This week, students are wanting to respond to the tragedy,"
Walker said. "We provide an
opportunity for the university
community to express support
and sympathy to the families and
friends of the victims."
Religious groups on campus
have also planned events in order
for students to help put Tuesday's
tragedy into perspective.
"We had a special service last
Tuesday night," said Jason Kilby.
Director of the Baptist Student

Union. "We had about 300 people
in attendance in the BSU chapel.
We had about 45 minutes of
prayer, fit candles and sang songs."
As far as any new events
planned by the BSU. Kilby says
that this week will go on as scheduled. There will be "Common
Ground" at 8 p.m. every Tuesday
night which will include a service
and opportunity for prayer.
Kathy Schmitt, the director of
the Newman Center, has organized a prayer service that takes
place on the front steps of the
Madison County courthouse
every weekday at 6 p.m.
"We are praying for peace,
praying against nuclear weapons,
violent actions and we are praying
for our enemies," Schmitt said.
Schmitt said that the attendance of the services is growing
with numbers going from four in
attendance at the beginning to 11
at the most recent service.
"We felt called by God to pray
for our country and to seek God's
will." Schmitt said.

* Dew TACKETT
News writers
Hand-in-hand, students gathered in a circle surrounding the
Daniel Boone statue before a
memorial service held in Walnut
Hall of the Keene Johnson
Building at noon Friday.
More than 200 students, faculty and staff met in Walnut Hall to
honor President George Bush's
request for a National Day of
Prayer following terrorist attacks
Sept. 11.
Interim President Eugene
Hughes said he was mindful that
many at Eastern had personally
been affected by Sept ll's events.
"I can never remember anything as touching as this particular event," Hughes said, adding
that students and faculty should
continue to pray so the country
never sees a similar tragedy.
Student Body President Nick
Bertram asked Eastern students and
faculty to keep one thing in mind.
BY JAIME VMSOH

"It is important that all of us
remember what we are — a community of learners." Bertram
said, adding that all students
have found a home in Richmond.
Bertram said the most difficult
aspect of Tuesday's events he's
had to deal with is the fact that
Eastern students in the reserves
are ready to pack their bags and
fight for this country.
Both Hughes and Bertram
were strong in their encouragement that the campus community
not look toward Eastern's international students to place blame.
. "No one on this campus had
anything to do with this,"
Bertram said.
University Chaplain Patrick
Nnoromele stressed that what
happened Sept. 11 was not an act
of a certain religion or people,
but an act of evil.
"Some call it a war. I call it a
fight." Nnoromele said. "Not a
fight against each other. Not a

fight against any religion. It's a
fight against evil. Terrorism is
evil. No religion preaches it"
Nnoromele said people and
governments could perpetuate
evil in the name of anything,
including religion.
"I hope I'm free to say we are
all the creation of God,"
Nnoromele said. "The fight
against evil is not a national fight
Not one country against another.
It's God's creation against evil. It
is important that what we do and
what we say is a part of this
fight"
Nnoromele encouraged the
crowd in its moment of silence to
ask for wisdom and to remember
the innocent lives lost
"In spite of your nationality,
remember again your humanity."
Nnoromele said. "Remember this
institution, and ask for wisdom.
Evil does not have respect for
nationality, religion, geographical
location or place of origin. If s us
against evil."

CHUR CH DIREC TORY
Abandaat Lift Ministries
305 Geri Lane (behind Recordsmith)
Phone: 859-625-5366
Sunday School: 10 am.
Sun. Morning Worship: 11 a.m.
Sun. Evening Worship: 6 p.m.
Wednesday Evening: 7 p.m
Radio Services: Weekdays at 1:30 p.m
onWCBRIIIOAM
Van rides available on or off campus.
(Contact Lynn at 859-624-3601.)
Bif Hill Aveaae Christian
129 Big Hill Ave.
Phone: 859-623-1592 (office)
Phone: 859-623-6600 (answering
machine)
Sunday School: 9:45 am
Monday Worship: 10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship: 6 p.m
On Wednesday, "Christian Students
Serving Chnst" meets at 7 p.m. Call
the office at one of the numbers listed
above for transportation to meetings.
Charch of Christ
461 Tobiano (in Brook line Sub., off
Goggins Lane - West side 1-75)
Sunday: 9:30 a.m., 10:20 a.m.. 6 p.m.
Wednesday: 7 p.m.
Ride: 624-2218 or 986-8555
Episcopal Charch ef Oar Savioar
2323 Lexington Rd. (U.S. 25 N.)
Phone: 859-623-1226
Sunday Worship: 8:30 a.m. and 11 a.m.
Aduh Education: 9:30 a.m.
Canterbury Fellowship: Fridays. Noon.
at Powell Grill
Faith Created Assembly of God
Now meeting at 918 Red House Road
on Miller's Landing.
Service times: Sunday, 9 a.m. & 10:45
Wednesday Family Night: 7 pjn.
For rides or more information call 859623-4639.
While on campus, visit the Wesley
Foundation on Tuesday and Thursday
evenings.
First AlUaace Charch
1405 Barnes Mill Rd.
Phone: 859-624-9878
Sunday School: 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship Services: 10:45 a.m.
ft 6:30 p.m.
Wednesday Night Youth & Prayer
Services: 7:00 p.m.
For free transportation to Sunday
morning services, call 859-624-9*08.

St Thomas Lathers* Charch
1285 Barnes Mill Rd
Phone: 859-623-7254
Sunday Traditional Service: 8:30 a.m.
Sunday School: 9:45 a.m.
Sunday Contemporary Worship: 11

First Baptist Charch
350 W. Main at Lancaster Ave.
Phone: 859-623-4028
Sunday School. 9:40 a.m.
Sunday Worship: 8:30 am. 11 a.m. ft
6 p.m.
Wednesday Worship: 6:15 p.m.
S.U.B.S.- 7:30 p.m. at BSU Center.
Supper and Bible Study
First Prabytcriaa Charch (PCUSA)
330 W Main St.
Phone: 859-623-5323
Church School: 9:45 a.m.
Sunday Worship: 11 00 am. (rides
available)
Westminster Fellowship: Wed., 7:30
p.m.. at Wallace Bldg.. (EKU) room
326.
Family Night Supper: (weekly and
free!) Wed. 6 p.m.. in the Fellowship
Hall.
Pizza And A Movie: (free!) First
Sunday of every month at 6 p.m., in
the Church Parlor.
Adopt A Student Program: A great
chance to have a home away from
borne!
Cary Ashby. Campus Minister
First L'aitcd Methodist Charch
401 West Main St.
Phone: 859-623-3580
Worship Services: Sunday 8:30 am. &
10:50 a.m.
Sunday School: 9:40 a.m.
Wednesday Night Live Meal: 5:15
p.m (free to EKU students!)
Coffee House Saturday Night: 5:30
p.m. and Message: 6 p.m.

am.
Trinity Missionary Baptist Charch
Jack's Creek Pike & U.S. 25 N.
Tony Herald. Minister
Phone: 859-623-6868
Sunday School: 9:45 a.m.
Sunday Worship Service: 11 am and 6

get

p.m.
Wednesday Service: 7 p.m.
l'nitarian-l niversalisl Fellowship
209 St. George Street
"Where religion and reason meet."
Adult service, youth program, and preschool care: Sunday morning at 10:45.
Family Night: last Sunday of the
month.
For more information call 859-6234614 or 859-626-9940.

■ Bar*B*Q Dinner
Buy One Bar-B-Q Beef, Pork, Chicken
or Ribs Dinner (Includes French Fries,
Coleslaw and Garlic Bread) at regular
price and get one, same price or less,
for FREE!
Limit One Pei Coupon Not to be combined
with any other ottei cood Jt Rii hir.ond. KY
Sonny s Only Oftei good through 10-31-01

Westside Christian Charch
Benmngton Ct (across from Arlington)
Phone: 859-623-0382
Sunday School: 9:45 a.m.
Sunday Worship: 10:45 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday Worship: 7 p.m.
Transportation available

^

Buy One Bar-B-Q Beef, Pork, Chicken
or Ribs Lunch (Includes French Tries,
Coleslaw and Garlic Bread) at tegular
price and get one, same price or less,
for FREE?
Limit One Pei ( oupor Not to be i ombined
with any otliei otter Good at Richmond. KY
Sonny's Only. Otter good through 10-31-01

Din«-ln or Tak« Out

1001 Center Drive,
(US 25 South)
Richmond, KY .
606-624-4499

A y
^'

Dlna-ln or Tak« Out

Bar-B-Q Lunch

White Oak Pond Christian
(Disciples of Chnst)
1238 Barnes Mill Rd (at Goggins
lane)
Phone:859-623-6515
Sunday Worship" 9 a.m & 11 am.
Coffee Fellowship: Sundays. 10am
Sunday School 10:15 a.m.
Monday -Piiyer Experience". 5.30
pjn. rJ*
Wednesday Dinner and Bible Study: 6

Richmond First Church of the
Nazareae
136 Aspen Avenue
Phone: 859-623-5510
Sunday School: 9:45 a.r* *-"Hfc'
Morning Worship: 10:40 a.m.
p.m
Sunday evening' 6 p.m.
Wednesday. 7 p.m. - Bible Stu% S, »
Youth. College & Career, Children*
Programs
*$.
St Stephen Catholic Ntwnmfca*
Center
405 University Drive
"C^kWrA
Phone:859-623-9400 I
Sunday Mass: 5 p.m.
Sunday Supper: 6 p.m. (SI.00)
Inquiry classes for becoming Catholic:
Wednesday 7 p.m.
Newman Night for all students Wed 9
p.m.

Buy

^aat\_

Oat

\

lV'

y^.
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CAMPUS REMEMBERS

Campus lights up Ravine, remembers victims of terrorist attacks
Roasts
Mwssdkr

After 9 p.m.. the Ravine is usualy dark. But Tuesday night students and other members of the
university community illuminated
it with candles, symbolizing hope
for Eastern's future.
The candlelight vigil was the
final event of Eastern's "Day of
Remembrance and Reflection.'' a
daylong series of programs that
was scheduled in response to the
Sept 11 attacks on New York City
and Washington. DC.
As students took their seats in
the Ravine, members of the
Kappa Delta Tau service sorority
handed out programs, purple ribbons symbolizing courage, candles and tissues to the crowd,
some of whom came clutching little American flags of their own.
The crowd, already solemn,
grew even quieter as the service
began. Loudspeakers played
sound bytes from Sept 11 newscasts — some eyewitness
accounts of the attacks on the
World Trade Center, some voices
of reporters on the air struggling

to explain the day's events.
When the clips faded into a
rendition of the national anthem,
the crowd rose to its feet Men
peeled off their hats. Underneath
his baseball cap. one student wore
a bandana version of the
American flagAfter short opening remarks by
Student Government Association
President Nick Bertram and Vice
President Kara Tatum. Eastern
President-elect Joanne Glasser
addressed the crowd.
"Much like other tragedies
that have befallen our nation, we
will always remember where we
were when we saw those first
images," Glasser said.
Glasser said that people everywhere were having a hard time
getting back to their routines, and
often their thoughts wandered to
the terrorist attacks, victims' families and our collective future, full
of "difficult and uncertain" days.
She reassured the campus that
crying was an appropriate reaction.
Tears are a form of communication." Glasser said. "But we do
not have to feel helpless, and we

Thompson: Attacks
threaten rule of law
BY JBMFBI ROGERS

News editor

As part of Tuesday's "Day of
Remembrance and Reflection,"
Eastern sponsored a seminar on
"International Terrorism and War."
Facilitated by Bankole Thompson,
dean of graduate studies, the seminar drew about 20 guests to the
Teaching and Learning Center.
Thompson, who is from Sierra
Leone, presented the audience with
some of his research on terrorism
and international law. Thompson
said he wanted his propositions to
provoke discussion.
His main contention was that
in order to stop "gross and flagrant" violations of human rights
like the terrorist attacks on Sept.
11, a permanent international
criminal court needed to be
established to prosecute actual
or potential terrorists. He also
outlined several kinds of unilateral and multilateral military
action that could be taken.
Thompson said that although
an independent court wouldn't
completely solve the problems
associated with terrorism, it
would "go a long way."
He advocated that an international police force like Interpol
could be used to enforce the court's
decisions and apprehend international criminals. However,
Thompson said one major problem
would be persuading nation-states
to give up some of their power.
The states are not prepared
to sacrifice one inch of their sovereignty," he said.
Thompson said Sept. Us
events weren't just a national
tragedy.

"It was also an international
tragedy of grave importance," he
said. He also said that the acts
threatened civilized values and
international community, and
should be referred to as "heinous
and despicable" crimes against
humanity and civilization.
There is a threat to international peace," Thompson said.
There is a threat to you and me."
He said the world's views had
changed since World War II and
the establishment of the League
of Nations.
"After the declaration of
human rights, mankind swore'
we would never see the scourge
of war again," he said. "We have
been proved wrong."
Thompson said he views the
attacks as threats to the rule of law.
"When those buildings were
coming down on the 11th of
September, a civilization was collapsing." Thompson said
Now, we are living without
strong law, he told the audience.
"It is my submission today
that what we have today is a state
of international lawlessness and
anarchy." Thompson said.
Because of such a precarious
situation. Thompson said the law
needed to be reasserted.
"If we overthrow the rule of
law, then we are writing the
death certificate of the entire
world," Thompson said.
Thompson also said that
President Bill Clinton, just before
leaving office, signed an international treaty that committed the
United States, in principle, to the
establishment of an international
court. According to Thompson,
that treaty has not yet been ratified.

DINE
SMOKE
FREE
Madison
Garden
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Lauran Schandfor. a sophomore elementary education major, and
Tiffany Steftey. a sartor elementary education major, attended the vigil.

do not have to feel alone."
Glasser also encouraged students to accept different viewpoints, other cultures, and diversity in dealing with their emotions.
"Evil does not wear the vestments of any one religion, nor

BY JURE VMSON

Managing editor

Twelve panelists gathered in Brock
Auditorium Tuesday afternoon for nearly
three hours to address students, faculty and
staff in a roundtable discussion following terrorist attacks in New York and Washington,
D.C.. last week.
Ron Messerich, chair of Eastern's department of philosophy and religion, served as
moderator for the program. Each of the panelists gave insight on a variety of questions
students and faculty might have had following
the attacks.
Don Atwes has more than 20 years experience in law enforcement He is a consultant to
the Justice and Safety Center on law enforcement technology.
Alwes said he had spent some time in the
Middle East
"In having dealt with the people of that
region. I can tell you that the religion of Islam
is not one of war, it is not one of hate, it is
rather one of peace," Ahves said.
Alwes said this is the first example of asymmetrical warfare. He said that whoever is
responsible for last week's attacks wanted to
hurt the U.S. in ways it was not prepared for.
Pam Collins is the director of the Justice
and Safety Center and a professor in the
department of loss prevention and safety.
Collins discussed airport security and changes
she believes the U.S. will see in airport securityCollins said there are approximately 2 million airplane passengers a day. She said individual airline carriers are responsible for
things such as security checkpoints, hiring
security screening employees, maintaining
equipment, etc.
Collins said most airline security personnel
are contract employees, most of which are
underpaid and undertrained. She said several
studies suggest stronger security screening is
needed at airports.
Changes to improve airport security in the
future, Collins said, range from airports no

Call The Eastern
Progress at 6221881 or drop us
an e-mail at
progress®
acs.eku.edu.
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and Matthew Boland went
onstage, reading passages dedicated to fhefigbtera, incfading "A
firefighters Prayer."
Adam Reeves, a member of the
ROTC 00 campus, thanked his folio w MI vice men and women for
their sacrifices.
When all the students had
been allowed to speak, the candle
light ceremony began. Bagpipes
played "Amazing Grace" and cameras flashed as Eastern's ROTC
presented the colors onstage.
As the ceremony ended.
Brandon Watkins led the audience in singing "God 'Bless
America." Many students had
already began singing before
Watkins' invitation to join in
The song ended, and students
blew their candles out and began
walking back to their residence
halls and cars.
But the group of fire safety students, in a show of support for
their nation and co-workers,
climbed atop a fire truck decorated with American flags and rode
away into the night

Roundtable addresses students' concerns

GOT
NEWS?

Largest Tanning Salon in Richmond

does it fly the flag of any one
country." she said. "We must
remember that"
After a prayer for understanding, strength and love by university chaplain Patrick Nnoromele and
a song by Alison Erwin. a junior

music education major, the crowd
heard remarks from Rev. Bal Fort
Fort told the audience that his
father experienced feelings of vulnerability and fear when Pearl
Harbor was attacked in 1941. and
that now people were experiencing the same feelings.
"You're never going to find a
proper explanation for the evil
that was carried out all over our
country," Fort said. He said that
God would always find a way to
make good out of tragedies, and
that there were —phi of that
the morning after the attacks
Fort too. assured students that
their emotions, even anger, were
appropriate.
"Anger can be liberating." be
said. "Anger can be part of the
healing process." But Fort
reminded students to keep their
anger from making them act in
inappropriate ways.
Along the front row, students
from Eastern's fire safety programs sat in a line, most wearing
t-shirts from divisions of fire
departments in New York City.
From that group, Chris Pierce

longer allowing curbside check-in to not allowing vehicles to park outside terminals. She
said passengers also will not be allowed to
carry knives onto aircrafts.
In addition. Collins said there is technology
that could be available in the future to ensure
airports do a better job of security screening.
Future technology. Collins said, ranges from
facial recognition technology to the reinforcement of cockpit doors on airplanes.
Mick Lewis, a professor in the history
department, said that students and faculty
should understand the difference between
Arabs and Muslims. He said Islam is one of
the fastest-growing religions.
Lewis said there are approximately 280 million Arabs, which are overwhelmingly Muslim,
noting however, there are Arab Christians. He
said people of Afghanistan and Pakistan also
are largely Muslim, but not Arab.
Lewis said anyone who has been fortunate
enough to experience the generosity and hospitality of Arabs and Muslims should not
assume that all Arabs and Muslims are associated with those who carried out the attacks
last week.
Tony Adams, an assistant professor of aeronautical science and coordinator of the aviation bachelor of science degree program, said
he has more than 30 years' experience in aviation. He said he has primarily been asked two
questions: is flying safe and could this happen
again?
"Frying has always been safe, it is safe and
it will continue to be safe," Adams said, noting
it's highly unlikely this type of terrorist attack
would happen again.
Nick Bertram, student body president said
he believes that everyone is continuing to
learn from the incident
"We were a community on Monday the
10th, and we are a community today on the
18th." Bertram said.
Tom Thurman, an associate professor in
the College of Justice and Safety, and a retired
employee of the FBI, said the terrorism
attacks last week were an "attack on the world
as a whole." He said this is a new type of ter-

rorism, one that is carried out by well-educated, intelligent terrorists who take the time and
financial resources to carry out their plot
"We cannot allow a band of renegades bent
on their own destruction to cause us to step
back and allow them to win." Thurman said.
Jaleh Rezaie, chair and associate professor
of computer science and an Iranian-American,
said the attacks were an "act of despicable
evil," adding whoever is responsible should be
punished.
Rezaie said Islam is a faith of mercy and
peace and does not promote terrorism. She
said she believes the United State will rise
above this and fight terrorism, however, it's
important that the U.S. celebrate its differences and work together.
What students and faculty wanted to
know
Students and faculty who attended the
forum posed several questions for panelists
ranging from whether last week's attacks were
an act of aggression, defense, or retaliation, to
how the media have handled the situation.
One student questioned if Afghanistan would
be attacked as a result of last Tuesday's events.
Thurman said it's important to remember
that the U.S. might eventually link Bin Laden
to Tuesday's attacks, but that religion should
be stripped away from the act He said the act
was a criminal act and religion should not be
blamed.
Several students and faculty suggested that
the media has not given certain nationalities a
fair say.
Rezaie said the "media lens is not wide
enough" and she hopes everyone is not learning just from watching television.
Other panelists present were Brett Morris,
Ron Smith, John Wade and Sara Zeigler.
Facilitators included Pat Calie. Nancye Davis,
Ken Johnson, Mustapha Jourdini and Neal
Wright
Eastern's String Ensemble played before
the ceremony. Virginia Underwood, equal
employment officer, made opening
remarks.

dDONT DRINK &DRIVE!
Let the O.K. Cab get
you home alive!
Toll Free: 1-8

'24
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624-CABS
We LOVE our Alpha Omicron Pi
New Members!
Kaitlin Ashley
AngelaTravgott
Krista Linquist
Stacey Bennett
Jenny Blandford

Coy Fleming
Tiffany Hacker
Leslie Hampton
Blair Haydon
Rachael Kelley
Jennifer Klausing
Cassidy Larrison
Martha Lewis
Sydney McAlister
Lindsey McMichael
Deanna Noel
Jodi Peterson
Michelle Stevens
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Eastern receives $2.4 million
in Action Agenda funding
BY DBIA

?*?

TACttTT

This semester, nontraditional
students wfl! have a better lounge
and office space, survivors of sexual assault wifl find comfort in victim's advocates and leadership
skflbwfll be developed in resides
tial haBs. These are just a fraction
of the programs that were made
available through Action Agenda
funding.
Eastern received $2.4 million
in Action Agenda funds to use this
year. The Action Agenda program is part of the Regional
University Excellence Trust Fund
provided by the state legislature
through the Council on
Postsecondary Education.
The funds were set aside to
provide universities money to
design, develop and implement
programs that would encourage
more people to obtain a postsecondary education, soothe the
transition from high school to
college and improve teacher
quality.
Student Affairs received
$140,000 of Eastern's allotment
for programs designed for health
education, a student development
center and nontraditional and
commuter programs.
Dee Cockrille. vice president
of student affairs, said when she
arrived on campus in the fall of
2000, she identified several gaps
in services being provided by the
university, including health, leadership development and nontraditional student programs.
The gaps in service will really
be addressed with this money,"
Cockrille said. "This money is
really valuable to campus."
Cockrille said when she constructed the budget for her office
in January, it became clear there
was not going to be enough
money to address those gaps. Her
office only had $2,000 for substance abuse issues, and she fell
many other programs needed
money.
There are just so many needs,
and academic needs always come
first, as they should," Cockrille
said.
So Cockrille got together with
Vice President of Finance Ken
Johnston and Provost and Vice
President of Academic Affairs
Michael Marsden and derided to
submit a proposal for Action
Agenda funds for those programs.

Action Vgendu Funding

o
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Jjjjooc/y's
Student Special
Chicken
Strips
ft beverage

Teacher Education
General Education Reform
Extended Campus Centers
Faculty Research Grant
Graduate Program Development
Instructional Equipment
Program Initiatives
Social Work Program at Hazard CC
Public Health Consortium
Technology Program
Interpreter Training Program
Student Affairs
Health Education
Student Development Center
Nontraditional/Commuter Programs
Computer Network Support
Total

S973.200
$30,000
$175,000
$30,000
$135,000
$504,060
$43,935
$43,000
$8,805
$50,000
$40,000
$80,000
$20,000
$300,000
$2,433,000
Eun-Young You/Progress

The Student Affairs proposal was
16 pages long, and the Council on
Postsecondary
Education
approved all of the programs and
goals.
"We intend to meet every single one of those goals," Cockrille
said.
Some of the goals include
implementing programs and
services, such as workshops
and the nontraditional student
lounge, to positively impact the
nontraditional
population,
which is about 34 percent of the
total school population; health
education initiatives, such as a
victim's advocate to provide
counseling, crisis intervention
and other support services; substance abuse initiatives, such as
peer education, staff and faculty
training and substance-free
social options; and a student
development center, including
leadership development programs, a leadership certification program and special programs for minorities and
women.
Cockrille said those programs
would not have been possible
without the Action Agenda funds.
The state allotted $10 million in
Action Agenda funds through
House Bill 502 for purposes such

as these.
Each of the state's eight universities was given a specified
amount Each then had to submit
proposals on how it would spend
the money. The plans had to be
approved by the CPE.
Statewide teacher quality initia
fives received $3.38 million, or 34
percent of the overall $10 million.
Eastern dedicated $900,000
of its allotted money to teacher
training in grades K though 12.
The money will go to Model
Laboratory School and the
College of Education.
The CPE approved $8,465,945
of the $10 million at its May 21
meeting. The rejected proposals
were sent back to the universities
to be redefined to better fit the
program guidelines.
Eastern was approved for the
remaining $534,060 of its $2,433,000
at the Council's June meeting.
Ken Johnston, vice president
of finance, said the funds are
recurring, meaning that Eastern
will receive them each year.
Johnston said the amount of
Action Agenda funds could
change annually.
The CPE will assess program
outcomes and report to the
Council at its May 2002 meeting.

SPJ Yard Sale
Sept. 29 (Saturday)
Time: 8 a.m. - noon
Place: Donovan Annex Circle
To donate your special items,
drop off all items in the
Progress office by
Sept. 28 (next Friday).
(Some of your favorite professors
have donated!

Fundraiser for chapter travel & events
of the Society of Professional
Journalists

$

3*>

with ralid student ID

AmmMim, Sim^Tatk & FrtodtyFofaf I
5:30 Coffee House
6:00 Celebration
(Back Basement Entrance)
BRING THIS AD WITH YOU AMD GET A FREE SUNDAE!
First United Methodist Church • 401 West Main Street • Richmond
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QUOTE of the WEEK
ii If we overthrow the rule of law, then we
are writing the death certificate of the
entire world.
— Honkole Thompson, dean of graduate studies, to his audience at a seminar on international terrorism and war
Tuesday afternoon. See A8
))

The

► newsquiz

Coming together

OK, boys and girls. Ifs time to teat
your knowledge of what's going
on at Eastern. If you don't know
the answers, don't worry. Just go to
www.progre8s.eku.edu and you can
cheat

^-f0k Eastern's occupationWV% al therapy program
m VI wUl become an
•^^entry-level master's
program because:
a) students demanded to stay in
school longer.
b) students are now required to
obtain a post baccalaureate
degree.
c) master's is easier to spell
than baccalaureate.
Some students in the
sociology department
were required to
buy course packs.
They included:
a) syllabuses.
b)beer.
c) EKU pride t-shirts.
Dena Tackett/Progress
around the Daniel Boone statue before a memorial service held on Eastern's campus Friday. Eastern honored President George Bush's request for a National Day of Prayer.

Eastern rallies, joins hands during week
Attacks on the twin World Trade Center
towers in New York and the Pentagon
in Washington, D.C., last week
shocked the nation, as well as the entire
Eastern campus.
While last Tuesday's tragedy changed this
nation forever, the way the Eastern community pulled together will forever be remembered.
Following the attacks, campus leaders and
administrators were quick to respond to both
students' and faculty's needs. Student Body
President Nick Bertram called for a large
projection screen to be placed in the lobby of
the Powell Building so students had access
to a large viewing screen. Bertram also
asked ARAMARK, Eastern's food service
provider, to provide students with refreshments and beverages.
Interim President Eugene Hughes was on
hand in the Powell Building Tuesday to
answer students' questions.
He read a statement to more than 150
gathered students, saying that classes
would not be canceled.
Several other administrators also were on

ing to seminars and discussions on terrorism. Events concluded Tuesday with a candlelight vigil in the Ravine.
77. ■flHII^k
Despite differences on Eastern's campus,
both
faculty and students pulled together in
j/^my*i
sr '%\V\\\w
America's time of need.
Student leaders and campus administrators
should be commended for their efforts to
ensure that campus life continued as normally as possible and to help answer any questions following the attacks.
The unity of this campus both last week
and this week proves not only that Eastern's
hand including President-elect Joanne
community will support the decisions this
Glasser, the provost and representatives
nation's leaders make, but cares enough to
from housing and student life.
be there for one another in a time so difficult
In addition, Bertram and Dee Cockrille.
vice president for student affairs, visited
President-elect Joanne Glasser said Friday
each residence hall to assist students in
that "the rest of the world could learn a lot
answering any questions following Tuesday's from this campus and community." She is
events. Representatives from Eastern's
exactly right.
Counseling Center were also available.
Eastern sent a message following Tuesday's
The campus quickly arranged a memorial
attacks: together this campus can overcome
service Friday afternoon to honor President
anything. Let our message serve as a role
Bush's request for a National Day of Prayer.
model for the nation, as it is so important for
Other events scheduled ranged from a camAmericans stick together to win the fight
pus-wide moment of silence Tuesday mornagainst terrorism.

A two-foot tall statue
was stolen from the
PoweU Building
Sept. 5. The statue

'3V
was:

a) a bust of former President
Robert Kustra.
b) a miniature colonel.
c) a replica of Apollo.

Kevin Martln/Progrew

This Eastern worker is:
\ £jt\ a) putting finishing
lLyH^ touches on Eastern's

^^ football field before the
game Saturday.
b) push mowing the entire football field.
c) carrying his own oxygen while
exercising.

► campuscomments
Terrorists attacked New York City and Washington, D.C., on Sept 11. Around & about editor Beth Howard asked students what they could do to help relief efforts.

We need to
raise more
money.
Marietta. Ga.
Major Physical
education K-12
Year Senior

Winchester
Major
Journalism
Year Freshman

I think that
mainly we
should be
praying for
them and anything that they
say they need
like clothing,
food and
money to pay
for the damages and buy
the supplies we
should send.

CASEY GIBSON

Broadcasting
Year: Junior

Raise money.
Just have jugs
in the cafeteria
for loose
change,
because it adds
up.

Louisville
Major: Biology
Sophomore

I think it would
be a good idea
to collect
money in the
dorms and
have tables
set up in the
square (outside the Powell
Building) for
people to make
donations.

I trunk maybe we
can have more
discussions on
respecting
cultures and
religions.
Elementary
education
Yaar Senior
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My turn ft letters policy
The Progress welcomes submissions for My Turn
columns by Eastern's students, staff, faculty or anyone in the
community interested in voicing an opinion.
My Turn columns should relate to a current topic on campus or in the community and not be longer than 1,000 words.
Authors can bring their columns to the Progress office at
117 Donovan Annex by noon the Monday before publication.
Usually the author's photograph is included with the column.
Columns may be saved on disk as RTF or text-only files.
Columns and letters to the editor may also be e-mailed to
the Progress at progressOacs.eku.edu or faxed to the office
at (859) 622-2354.
The Progress does not print anonymous columns or letters. Please include a phone number and address for verification purposes only, not for publication.
The editor of the Progress reserves the right to edit
columns and letters for length.
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Several events were scheduled on Eastern's campus
both last week and this
week in light of terrorist
attacks Sept. 11.
The Progress would like to
know how our campus
and our country can react
to the terrorist attacks.
Join the discussion by visiting www. easternprogress.com and logging
onto our MESSAi
BOARD.

A COUNTRY

UNITED

Attacks show how 'great melting pot' can unite
T~J*om Long bland to Smm Francisco Bay

John Hays Is a
senior journalism
major from
Jackson. Hal*
the sport* editor
for The Progr***.

Allthaftl
We may have Sou* a little fighting amongst ourselves
But you outside pooplt out Imwt us alone
From the lawyers and the hippies
To ma rmbtb and tkt yanks
We mil stick together and you cantak* that to the bank
WeUyou never did Otink that it ever would happen again
In America
-Charlie Daniels, 'In America,-1982
While sitting at my desk Friday, I prayed. I prayed along with
President George Bush and Secretary of State Colin Powell. I
prayed along with the entire country for just a bit of clarity and
reason. And, of course, I prayed for the thousands of people who
are suffering from the terrorist attacks on Sept. 11.
It has been a long time since I have taken time to pray, and I
am ashamed it has taken a catastrophe of this measure to make
me do so. As I watch the television coverage and read the newspaper accounts of the attacks, a combination of emotions fills my

heart
I feel sadness for the victims and the families who have lost so
much and anger aimed at the cowards who pulled this spineless
deed.
However, this situation reminds me of an old saying that I
have heard since childhood: Out of something bad, comes something good. People may say, "What good can come of thousands
of innocent people dying in such a ruthless act?" Well, look
around and see how people have come together as a whole.
The residents of New York City are a prime example. Sure,
Yankee fans hate Met fans, and Giant fans hold the Jets in contempt This is pure competitiveness these spirited fans show.
These people can harass and harangue each other to their heart's
content but when an outsider intrudes on their turf look out
The images of people working side by side, clearing rubble
and consoling one another remain hauntingly distinct in my
mind. The endless lines of blood donors and those wishing to
donate money to help the victims shows not only the willingness
to provide a helping hand in a time of crisis, but also the brotherhood that exists among these proud people.
The United States has not been attacked to this magnitude
since the bombing of Pearl Harbor, and that event spurred

Student worries
for overseas mother

KATIE
WETTKAMP
I

Turn

Katie Weftkamp
Is a sophomore
journalism major
from Fort
Thomas. She Is
• staff writer for
The Progress.

The last time I saw my mom was when she helped
me move into my dorm room. She asked me to
come home and take care of my dad and brother
over the Labor Day weekend because she would be
out of town.
On Aug. 29. she returned to Kigoma. Tanzania, Africa
where she works as a medical missionary. She was
scheduled to be home on Sept 14, but due to the
recent tragedy, her flights were canceled.
Thankfully, my mom was able to communicate to me
through e-mail so I knew the change in travel plans.
The first e-mail I received from her after the tragedy
was on Tuesday afternoon when she asked me to get
in touch with my cousin to see if my aunt went into
work that morning. Thankfully, she did not I was able
to get word back to her and from what she said I could
tell she was juat as worried about what was going on in
America as everyone here.
The next morning I checked my e-mail and there was
another from my mother. She asked about my dad and
brothers and said, "I know you are all OK, but being
away this far is hard." I think summed up what my
entire family was feeling. She also indicated there was
some fear for her and the other Americans with whom
she was traveling. "We were told to keep a low profile
here and blend in with the people (as a safety precaution).*
Later that afternoon I received another e-mail from
my mother in which I could tell she knew more of the
events that happened. She wrote, "We are going out
for dinner in a couple of hours as a closing banquet for
the project but I'm sure we win have other things on
our minds. We have seen a lot of news on the BBC and
CNN, perhaps, more than we have wanted." My heart
sank; I would have liked for the event* to be kept
secret from her so she wouldn't have to worry about
my family or stepping foot on a plane.
Sept 13, before classes I checked my e-mail. My
mom was planning on going to Johannesburg to catch
her flight to Atlanta. I knew there was no way she
would be on that plane home.
Early afternoon there was another message from
her with her new travel plans and some personal notes.
She was impressed by the compassion that everyone in
Africa had shown her. The one good thing is everyone
has been so nice, and so sympathetic about our situation. The lady at the SA office said her sister works at
the UN. and saw one of the planes hit the towers. So
everyone is affected."
The most painful e-mail came later that evening.
She sent it to my brother, sister-in-law, and myself and
it simply said, "Hey guys, we are having really heavy
discussions, and I just wanted to let each of you know
how much I love you and miss you. I can't wait to see
you!!"
I couldn't imagine what my mother and the others
who were traveling home were feeling. I was worried
for her after hearing on the radio that several people
were arrested while attempting to pose as airline pilots.
I hoped she hadn't heard of the copycat attempts and
wasn't afraid to come home.
The last e-mail I got from her was on Sept 14. It said
she probably would not be able to e-mail me from
Johannesburg and hot to worry, that she would be
home today, Sept 20, unless there was room on another flight earlier in the week.
On Sept 17 there was another e-mail saying my mom
left Africa and was on a flight to Atlanta. I called my
father at work and we both were very relieved. Even
though we didn't know when she would be home in
Cincinnati, we were happy that she would be in the
U.S. and safer.
After my first class on Sept 18,1 received a call. It
was my mom, she was home safe. She told me she was
very happy to be there and I, as wen as the rest of my
family, was relieved.
"Traveling now is probably safer than it has ever
been," she said. She is very used to traveling, but said
she had never been through such strenuous security.
On her nights most of the men were patted down and
checked for weapons and everyone had to wear a
security tag for each security station they passed
through.
It has been a long hard trip for my mom and for my
family. It has also been interesting and unsettling to
get the perspective of the attack on America from
another country through my mother. I learned that
America isnt the only country affected by the tragedy
and plenty of precautions are being taken to be sure it
cannot happen again.

national unity that is surpassed by the tragedy that occurred on
Sent 11.
The display of comradeship is evident throughout the nation, and
it has unified every cultural background. The upper class intertwined with the lower. The working darn and the blue-collar CEOs
are hand-in-hand in prayer. Hell, even the Democrats and
Republicans agreed on something — that this great country win, in
the words of Gen. Norman Schwartacopf. get "the bastards" responsible. Most remarkably. Pakistan and Syria, our sworn enemies, are
contemplating joining the fight against "the faceless terror."
For the longest time, people in this country seemed to care about
their own wel being. The philosophy was not what can I do for others, but how can I better nryself The 1960* may have been dubbed
the "Me" decade, but sadly, it has carried on into the millennium
That is until now.
President Franklin Roosevelt proclaimed Dec. 7 "a day that would
live in infamy." Sept 11 wiB forever be looked upon as a day of horrific tragedy and cowardice.
However, that terrible Tuesday may also be known as the day
America came together. The "great melting pot" has finally gelled.
And as the resounding sound of "The Battle Hymn of the
Republic" emerged from the television, chills covered my entire
body. And I bowed my head and prayed.

Lesson from the past: We should
learn more foreign languages
JOSEVARELAIBARRA

Ibarra Is the chair
of the
department of
language* and
hurnsnWM.

How many members of our intelgence community are fluent in Arabic? How many American universities are
teaching Arabic? How many high schools in this country
offer even a single class in Arabic?
After the anger and outrage over the terrorist attacks, the
effort to bring to justice and to punish the perpetrators will
require intelligence services to pinpoint who and where they
are. Such intelligence, if initial mdications are valid, win require a
working knowledge of Arabic
Following the attack on Pearl Harbor, America scrambled to
learn languages. The Departing*' of Defense Language School
proved that Americans, with the right aptitude, attitude and
training, indeed are able to learn languages, and very wefl. Later,
after the Russians beat us to space, America again scrambled to
learn languages, pouring millions of dollars in scholarships for
language students.

Now perhaps America will again scramble to learn languages. For too long now, we've been under the impression that
we don't have to know other languages. The whole world is
learning English anyway. Yes, even the terrorists who piloted
the Skated airplanes had learned English wefl enough to undergo commercial pilot training in this country. To find their leaders and their sponsors we win have to know their language. To
prevent further tragedies we wiH have to know their language.
As a language professor and chair of the languages and
humanities department of course I have a vested interest in
everyone learning languages. As an American citizen with loved
ones born and living in this country, I also have a vested interest
in everyone learning languages.
The security and wen being of this nation, commercially and
militarily, depend on reliable intelligence. Intelligence without
languages is not intelligence, just plan stupidity.

Islam, Muslims not source of violence

MUSTAPHA
JOURDINI
mtyTurn
Mustapha
JourrJni is an
English major
from Morocco.
He I* president
of the
International
Students'
Association.

Tn an article published on September 13, 2001, Ms. Gina
I Vaile of the Eastern Progress had a phone interview with
JLme to comment on The tragic incidents that took place in
both New York and Washington, D.C. Unfortunately, the
writer left out most of the message that I shared with her.
Therefore, I feel it necessary to express what I really said and
what I intended to say.
In a world full of ignorance about other nations, cultures
and religions, it is very easy to judge and stereotype people.
Last Tuesday's cruel onslaught on the World Trade Center
and the Pentagon caused psychological trauma to every
American and every human being including myself.
Unfortunately, the media attributes such inhuman attacks to
Arabs and Muslims in particular. The media very often
equates Islam and Muslim* with terrorism. Nothing can be
further from the truth.
Please bear with me, for I am going to brieuy clarify the
Islamic position on violence by shedding light on what Islam
is all about Before I do that I would like to express my deep
sadness for the tragedy and extend my sincere condolences
to all my hundreds of American friends at Eastern and other
parts of the world. Indeed, my friendship with Americans
goes back to 1992, my last year of junior high school I also
would like to thank those true friends and understanding professors who have been supportive of international students at
Eastern.
Islam literally means complete submission and surrender to
the law of Almighty God. Peace is the cornerstone of Islam.
How can a religion that preaches peace tolerate the bloodshed that staggered all of us here in the United States? Let
me be more specific by quoting verses from the Holy Qur'an
and sayings of the prophet Mohammed, may God's peace and
blessings be upon him, which condemn terrorism.
"God does not forbid you from showing kindness and dealing justly with those who have not fought you about religion
and have not driven you out of your homes. God loves just

deaters."(Qur'an 60:8)
Muslims are encouraged to be kind to animals and are forbidden to hurt them let alone human beings. The prophet
related that a woman gave a very thirsty dog a drink, so God
forgave her sins due to this action. A person asked the
prophet " Oh Messenger of God, are we rewarded for kindness towards animals?" He answered "There is a reward for
kindness to every Irving thing." Stated even more strongly is a
warning from the Holy Qur'an, the essence of which is:
"... Whosoever kills a soul unlawfully, it is as if he killed all
humanity and whosoever saves a life, it is as if he saved all
humanity." (Qur'an 5:32)
I hope that this crystal clear divine message against any
form of killing will inform you about tile true teachings of
Islam.
Please, do not judge Islam by the acts of a few misguided
individuals. Do you judge Christianity by what Timothy
McVeigh did in Oklahoma City?
A real Muslim who fears his or her Lord and Creator cannot
dare to think of harming innocent people regardless of their
faith, culture, color, or ethnic group. Islam is universal as it
preaches friendship and love; the following Quranic verse
enforces this:
"Oh mankind, we have created you male and female and
have made you tribes and nations so that you may know one
another. The best of you in the sight of Almighty God is the
most pious. Truly, God is All-Knowing, All-Wise."(Qur'an
49:13)
My intention is not to preach but to clear up misconceptions
you may have about Islam and Muslims. On behalf of all international students at Eastern, I once again express our grief
and condemnation of the cowardly actions in New York,
Washington, D.C, and Pennsylvania. I pray that the Merciful
may endow us with the patience and wisdom to achieve our
noble mission in this life, to worship God and to love each
other.

International student shares America's sorrow

w

Mohammed All
Al-Khalfan is a
former Eastern
student. He is
from Alhassa,
Saudi Arabia.

SHARE YOUR SORROW.

As an international student from
Saudi Arabia, "the Heart of Islam," I
strongly condemn and denounce the
recent attacks against the United
States of America and its people. It
was a senseless, brutal and criminal
act that wasted thousands of innocent
lives and maimed many.
The Islam I was taught and the
Islam that I practice and live by is a
religion of tolerance. It holds the
human soul in high esteem and considers the attacks against innocent
human beings a grave act of sin.
Several Quranic teachings and
prophet directives back this.
Islam refuses terrorism and abhors
terrorists. There may be people with
Muslim names involved in terrorist
acts — no one is denying this possibility — but they are isolated individuals
who stand only for themselves. Such

people are found in all religions,
nationalities and races. People like
that destroy the love that should exist
between all God's children and give
their fellow men bad names.
All true Moslems feel what
Americans are feeling at this moment.
As my family and I watched the events
unfold that sad morning, tears filled
our eyes as a result of those unforgettable scenes.
The live image of New Yorkers
hanging out from windows, begging to
be rescued as the World Trade Center
collapsed upon them will be etched in
our minds forever. No woVds can
describe the terror, and no punishment will be too much for the perpetrators of this inhumane and cowardly
act, which targeted a nation and
touched the world.
As an international student from
Saudi Arabia, I must join in the call for
all students, no matter their religious
inclinations, to unite with United

States in its efforts to catch these
criminals and root out all forms of evil.
Future generations should never have
to witness such horrific scenes again.
It is my hope that Moslems,
Christians and Jews alike will find a
way to work together to bring peace
on earth by eradicating immorality,
fear, hate, disease, poverty, injustice
and terrorism.
I have had the good fortune of living and interacting with you all over
these years. I made many true
friends in the U.S. from different
backgrounds and races that I love
and still keep in touch with them
like my family members.
%
Finally, I would like to extend my
condolences to the victims' families
and friends and all who were affected by this act of terrorism. I must
also commend the media for
restraining themselves and exercising
caution in assigning blame before the
evidence could be examined.
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CAMPUS REMKMBERS

Students, grads mourn
BY KEVW HOWARD

Although the acts of violence
and hate on Sept. 11 were hundreds of miles away. Eastern students were not immune to their
effects. In fact, several students
had friends and family members in
the midst of the chaos, like fresh
man Katy CKpson.
'Randy Clipson, my uncle,
works for AT&T on the 51st floor
of the World Trade Center, and
my aunt, Alice Clipson, works in
the downtown area of Manhattan.'
Clipson said.
She didn't know where her
loved ones were at the time of the
attack, or if they had even arrived
at work yet
"I did not know where they
were for sure or where specifically my aunt works; I was worried,"
Clipson said. "Later though. I
received an e-mail from my dad
saying that they were OK."
Freshman Morgan Cox was yet
another student who has ties to
the terrorism attacks on America.
"My cousin Davis, who is a
lieutenant colonel in the Air
Force, was at the Pentagon that
day of the attack, as well as my
brother-in-law's brother, Mark
Russo, who is in the Army," Cox
said. "I didn't discover that they
had been at the Pentagon until
several hours later, when my
mother quickly relayed the information to me. She quickly told me

be seen in the subjects that we
teach here at the fire and safety
program." Thurman said. "I flunk
the students saw that what we
talk about in the classroom is real
and that things like this really do
happen. The past events brought
to students the fad that we
Joshua Hart, home
are teaching life skills, and they
'94 Eastern grad also see that investigators are
needed."
99 really
Freshman Danny Combs said
be now feels more patriotic and
that they were safe and OK."
Although President George W. closer to Ins country.
"I see all of these flags up
Bush has told Americans to
throughout
the country, and all of
resume normal business, these
Eastern students still wonder the support for our nation gives
me an overwhelming sense of
what is yet to come.
"I am certain we will hare a being united." Combs said.
He also says he is ready to
long, hard war and that many
more lives are going to be lost," fight for his country if caned, but
Cox said. "I am especially con- be has no plans of joining the milicerned that my brotber-in-law, tary any time soon.
Eastern also has several alumwho is in the armed forces, will be
ni
who
are now living and workactively involved."
CKpson also has these feeahgs. ing in the Washington, DC. and
"I definitely feel that we will New York City areas.
Joshua Hart, who graduated in
retaliate in some way." said
Clipson, an elementary and deaf 1994 with a double major in comeducation major. "I have a passion puter science and forensic science,
for kids, and when I saw those works at the Skirball Institute of
twin towers collapse, and I Biomolecular Medicine at the New
learned that an elementary school York University School of
had been hit by falling debris. I Medicine. Hart said the attacks
have changed more than the view
went into complete shock."
Even Tom Thurman, professor in his city.
in the fire and safety program, says
"I am sad and angry," Hart
that his students have also been said. 'I kept on hearing that New
affected by these tragedies and York has a hole in its skyline.
have been given a taste of reakty.
New York has a hole in its sky"The effects of last week can line, and I have one in my heart."

Ex-chair teaches in Mideast
BY KEVW HOWARD

While some Eastern students
have connections to both
Washington, D.C.. and New York.
Eastern also has connections to
one Arab country.
Ron Woke, former professor and
chair in the department of communication, now teaches mass comrrainirations at Zayed University, an
all-Arab women's national university located in the United Arab
Emirates, near Saudi Arabia.
"I was stunned to hear the
news," Ron said. "I think that I
have always felt that terrorism
was a distant possibility, but not
so distant anymore."
His wife. Ruth, also recollects
her reactions when she learned of
the tragic events.
"I was in disbelief," Ruth said.
"Other American faculty joined us
as we watched events unfold on
TV. We even skipped supper."
Wolfe says he continued his
business as usual after he learned
of the attacks.

"My students, all Arab
Muslims, desperately want those
responsible to be non-Arab, but
they clearly believe that terrorism
has no place in the UAE or anywhere else in the world," Ron
said.
The WoMes have some concerns.
"We're concerned for our
friends and family in the states,"
Ruth said. "I wonder how many
more terrorists are living and plotting in small towns across
America. We feel very safe here,
and the UAE authorities support
and sympathise with the USA and
USAexpatriots."
She also says that she is surprised at the world's reactions.
"I've been surprised at the
extent of worldwide support for
our country and am happy to see
renewed patriotism within our
country," Ruth said. 'I had
learned a lot about Islam from living here a year, but I'm learning
even more about the values
Muslims share with Christians as
a result of these horrible events."

Ron Wolfe sees these tragic
events to be an opportunity for
President George W. Bush.
"I think President Bush should
use this as an opportunity to solidify Americans and our allies in
one great effort to rid the world of
these vermin," Ron said. "We can
do it together I don't think that
we can do it alone. I hope he
learns from the lessons of history,
which clearly teaches us that
superpowers can't simply use
their 'super power' to bully a
country into submission. That
would be wrong and ineffective."
He feels that the terrorists
accomplished the exact opposite
of what they intended to do.
"I think it will remind us that
although we cherish the freedom
we have, sometimes we have to
sacrifice some of that freedom for
the good of the country," Ron
said. "We will never be the same,
but we might end up being
stronger in many ways, at least I
hope so."
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Roy Bourgeois, Vietnam
veteran turned Catholic priest,
will be on campus Friday. Find
out what this activist has to say
about his
experiences with violence in
Latin America./B5

rashy Tale
Recycling isn't about saving the
environment anymore. At Eastern,
if8 also the most cost-effective way
to get rid of our trash. With
Kentucky landfills expected to reach
capacity in 15 years, recycling has
become a necessity. Eastern No. 2 in state,
recycled over 300 tons
BYWESPMKER

oil," Williams said.
Though the final process is
handled by Madison County,
It weighs over 300 tons.
Eastern recycling is operated
It smells reafly bad.
And with it Eastern IS by university employees who
ranked second in the state.
take pride in the fact that the
No, it's 'not the Colonel university accounted for
approximately 25 percent of
football team after practice.
In 2000 Eastern recycled the 1.600 ton* recycled by
629,799 pounds in papers, Madison County last year.
plastics and scrap metal. For the sake of comparison,
Among Kentucky campuses the Statue of Liberty without
only the University of its concrete base weighs
312,000 pounds
Kentucky recycled more.
Compare that with the estiRecycling is everywhere,
Ksvtn Martin/Progress
inside every hall and annex, mated 629,799 pounds
Grounds worker Kennith Kendrick sorts paper and cans one early morning inside the Gabbard Building.
behind every building and Eastern recycled in 2000.
"They are doing some
even inside our classrooms. It
good things over there," said
begins
with
Dale Carrier,
those bright blue
recycling directrash cans that
tor of Madison
hide in every UWt'ra Mt In
County. As a
crook and nanny
cooperative
across the cameffort
both
pus. Packed with
Eastern and the
week-old newscounty share
papers most stumany of the
dents
don't
same goals such
notice the recyas
raising
cle logo stuck to
Dale Carrier, awareness of
its side. Before
Director, the program,
you know it
Richmond improving seryou're dumping
Recycling Center vices like the
in last night's
recent adoption
leftovers.
of
Richmond's
"We somecurbside sertimes get pizza
vice, and most
boxes with the
importantly savWaste is thrown in a regular trash can.
Kevm Martin/Progress crusts still in it," said the
ing the environment
Grounds worker Mikey Grollig takes trash from the Powell Assistant Director for Campus
Financially, the two probuilding to the truck. It will be taken to an Estill County landfill. and Grounds David Williams.
grams operate on a separate
As needed, these cans are budget of $60,000 for Eastern
emptied into a larger, central and roughly $80,000 for the
collection receptacle on cam- Madison County center. "We
pus where it is picked up and are not in the business to
taken to the Raymond- make a profit," Carrier said.
Gabbard Building. Part of the "Sometimes we only break
Donaldson service complex, even,"
these buildings are located
Recycling is convenient
near the intramural fields. with new curbside services
BY Kwsn MCGABEY
There, materials ranging from and drop-off points; it contruck that would take my
Assistant photo editor
general paper products to serves valuable resources, sod
pizza box off to the landfill.
Those of
Case and Combs, she also told scrap metal are sorted, shred- reduces the cost of landfills.
ded and processed for its final Recycling also saves landfill
you who
me, have places for recycling,
destination: the Madison space by diminishing the
know me
but it seems in Burnam, we
County Recycling Center on amount of trash collected, and
know I'm not
don't generate enough trash.
AD trash is collected into central locaRecycle Drive in Richmond.
reduces air and water polluthe
world's
My
pizza
box
would
soon
tions, such as this dumpster.
"We
recycle
anything
from
tion.
neatest perbe on its final journey to the
paper, magazines, cardboard,
Madison County recycling
son
landfill. So much for my illuplastic, aluminum cans, used wants people to remember:
Honestly, I
sions of pizza box reincarnaappliances and metals to used "It's not garbage until you
just get
tion. David Williams, the
tires, old batteries, and waste throw it away!"
attached to

Where does my
trash go if I
RECYCLE?

Staff writer

- ■ r.-ji> '

WE
RECYCLE

-C3C7
Recyclable hems like waste paper and
cans are thrown into small blue cans

Where does my
trash go if I
DON T RECYCLE?

w

t

Where did my
pizza box go?

The trash is taken via truck to an Estill
County landfill, 26 miles away.

t
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Items in the blue cans are collected in
a central location near most buildings.

■

ESTJU. f
Irvine \
X

t

The trash ends up at the Blue Ridge
Recycling and Disposal Center.

Kristl
things that
people norMcGarsy Is a
mally don't.
senior journalLet's take for ism major from
example the Floyd County.
box my pizza
came in last
night. It was a good box, very
attractive. I really hate throwing those things out, but
rather than
smelling up my room, or
allowing people to think I'm
too odd, I tossed it
I was concerned about the
welfare of my pizza box. I
wanted to know where it
would go after I put it in the
trash bin in my dorm. So I
asked the lady taking out the
trash, "Where does this stuff
go?"
Ida Harrison is a maintenance worker in Burnam
Hall. She thought a moment
and told me, "All I know for
sure is that they go to the
dump."
She went on to tell me that
there is a special truck for
large boxes that takes them
off to recycling. But more
commonly, there is a trash

assistant director for campus
and grounds, told me that
after my pizza box was collected by the truck, it went
off to Estill County, to the
Blue Ridge Recycling and
Disposal Facility. I thought
it odd that they would take
my box all the way to Irvine,
but Williams assured me
that this was the closest
licensed facility.
The truck with my box
would be weighed on the way
in (to get the total weight),
and weighed on the vay out
(so they could subtract the
weight of the empty truck
from the weight of the full
truck and get just the weight
of the trash—see?).
They would then get a ticket for about $24 per ton of
trash. I figured it cost less
than a penny for my pizza box
to be added to the landfill. SO!
That's what happened to my
pizza box.
And yes, I'm happy now,
thanks.
Editor's note: Kristi could
nave saved her university
money by recycling her cardboard pitta box.

Recyclables are taken to the Gabbard
Building (located on Van Hoose Drive
past the intramural fields) via truck.

Weighing in the trash
It would take two Statues of Liberty to outweigh
what Eastern recycled last year.

Grounds workers sort the recyclable
items at the Gabbard Building.

Weight:
629.799 poundA
recycled
by Eastern
in 2000

Weight: 312,000
pounds without base

Source: EKU Facilities Services
Eun-Young You/Progrsss

The sorted recyclables are taken to
the Richmond Recycling center off
Bogg's Lane behind Love's
,
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Whafs TAP

►Tap the -Tap"
Have a campus event or
activity? Contact Charles
PoweD or Beth Howard at
622-1882 or by email at
<progress@acs.eku.edu>.
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7:30 p.m.- 11:00 p.m.
"Contra Dance" at Russel Acton
Folk Center in Berea. For information call 98& 1653.

TODAY
5:30 p.m.

PROGRESS

SUNDAY

Apologetics Bible Study at Baptist
Student Union
8pjL

Grammy nominee, Barbara
Higbie. performs in Walnut Hall
of Keen Johnson. Higbie brings a
very diverse sound of music to
Eastern. This event is co-sponsored by Women's Studies and
EKU Honors Program. For more
information, call 622-2913.
9 p.m.

"The Mummy Returns* shown at
the Ravine; rain site will be held at
the PoweD building.

FRIDAY

Frt 21 Sixth Floor twSo*. 75
Sat 22 Lyric* Wc»
Sspt. 23 TBA/LotmLip
MpL 26 Phontddu
Sapt 27 / V.C vtDread Knot (Reggie)
Sspt 28 Attic Down
Sapt2t/y»

Irony in art

Elsa Mora, renowned Cuban
artist arrives at Eastern.

MONDAY
7 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Opening of photography exhibit
featuring Berea'a own William
Morningstar and Western
Carolina's Cathryn Griffen at
Giles Gallery.

RICHMOND

623-0771

7 p.m. - 9 p.m.

9 a.m. - 3 pun.
Help benefit children with cancer
by donating quality hats in a drive
for UK Cancer ward. Event is
sponsored by Theta Chi and held
in PoweD Building.
8 pun.
Eastern volleyball. Eastern vs.
Southeast Missouri. Cape
Girardeau. Mo.

SATURDAY

7 p.m.
"Autumn Voices" by Walter
DeKeseredy. Event wiD take place
in Grand Reading Room of the
Crabbe Library.

Futuristic terror
een in paintings

#

Noon
Football vs Eastern Illinois. Roy
Kidd Stadium.

WEDNESDAY
3:30 p.m.

The Prayer of Jabez at BSU.
8 p.m.
Eastern Theatre presents "Songs
for a New Year." Event is directed
by Homer Tracy and held in
Clifford Theatre.

ONE
LARGE 14"
SPECIALTY
PIZZA

CHOOSE 5 TOPPINGS OK SUPREME.
CHEESER. MEATSA OR PEPPERONI.
CAflfWOUTC.oeuVEHtDPLU.TAX- Eip*M MOOT

"Common Ground" held at BSU.
9 p.m.
Eastern's PRIDE group held in
Combs Room 425.

5 p.m. - 7 p.m.
Complementary parent's barbecue with live DJ. and fun photo
shoots in PoweD Plaza.

Oarryl Halbrooks and David Mohallatoe made this painting before the terrorist attacks last week. Many students were startled by the irony.

CHMUS POWELL

8 p.m.

Eastern Parent's Day, for time
schedule on all event information,
caB 622-2642.

3 p.m.
Eastern volleyball vs. Eastern
niinois, Charleston, ID.

WE DELIVER!

Art Department welcomes Elsa
Mora Reception will be held in
Campbell Building Lobby in conjunction with photo exhibit

TUESDAY

• All Shows
Start Q 9 p.m.

rapoleoo once said that a picture is worth a thousand
These words hold true for art that was displayed during ,
BienielEKU Faculty Exhibition at the Giles Gallery.
Before the tragic events of Sept 11, a collection of collaboration!
two of Easterns faculty waa presented In the exhfthfou. Bach
held the ideas of Darryl Halbrooks and David MohaHatee,
ral fear of flying. Most of the works display Jesus aodhfcihokl on _
with a possible 'after" effect After the incident the work may
i tekea on a whole new meacdnf.
e pieces, when I saw them. I kmda just said that is realy nice_
I passed them by. After that Tuesday, we went back and paid a
. attention to detail" Kristin Johnson, a senior art education i
Beth Kerr. also a scalar arts education major, said. 1 didnt get
the pieces until after the event It just seemed very ironic to me

s

ONE LARGE
PIZZA

SI*PLUS FREE CRAZY
WITH CHEESE EL 1 TOPPING
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BREAD & SAUCE
CAHRV OUT

on D€uver*D PLUS TAX- Expire* arco/ai

Now hiring Full and Part Time Delivery Drivers!

www.galaxybowling.com

NEW!

:
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BOWLING
CENTEJL
In Richmond! ^3i
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students Show Your StudentTWF
use this coupon get
•
$

1.00 OFF a Game
- not good dm
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Cosmic Bowlini
9:00 p.i

MONDAY Nil

EKU Parents Day
Reminder

SAT., SEPT. 22
10 a.m. - noon -Tailgate Central
10 a.m. -11:30 a.m. -Parent's Coffee
(Alumni Hospitality Tent /Alumni Coliseum Parking Lot)
Noon

EKU vs. Eastern Illinois
(Roy Kidd Stadium)

5-7 p.m. -Complimentary Parent's Barbeque
Live DJ. & Fun Photos
(Powell Plaza)
5-9 p.m. - Free Bowling and Billiards
(Powell Recreation Center) .
For more information visit us at www.eku.edu or call (859) 622-2642
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arts&stuff
Huestis calls for nature

Charles Powell, editor

Powm
Arts&stuff editor
BY CHAHLES

The Kentucky Theatre in
Lexington held an exclusive
reception and exhibit for a
select few in Eastern's art class on
Sept 11. Most of the presenting
artists, Bruce New, Angela Janick,
Johnny Blevins, and Eun-Young
You, featured in the exhibit were
part of a class taught this summer
by visiting professor Chris
Huestis.
"Everything was done on landscape. The weather conditions we
had to face were awful. Bugs, rain
and sweat from the summer
heat," Huestis said recalling the
rigor of the semester.
Huestis wanted to concentrate
on landscaping alone this summer. The work presented in the

exhibit shows the individual's perspective on such landmarks in
Richmond as Lake Reba.
All of nature's changes make it
harder to do landscape painting.
The alteration of the clouds, the
reflections of water and wind are
all part of that. Before this class,
few courses have ever focused on
landscaping.
"I wanted to see what it was
like and what would work. We
made an attempt to do what the
impressionists do, so we had to
let nature be our model," Huestis
said.
The professor originally taught
in New York, where he ran his
own art gallery for 10 years.
Huestis has also presented work
all over the United States.
"In terms of development, you

don't have much time in New
York; an artist will have to spend
too much time chasing money,"
Huestis said.
The exhibit itself had a slightly
smaller turnout than expected.
The pride of their work was
reflected in each artist's eye, but
the horrible events from last
Tuesday dampened the event
"It was the night of bad stuff.
One minute we were talking
about art and the next, we were
talking about war." Huestis said.
The artwork presented by the
students is still being displayed in
the Kentucky Theatre, and the
exhibit will continue until Oct 8.
Eastern senior Bruce New is
expected to have his own show at
the theatre later this fall, but has
yet to schedule an exact date.

Eun-Young You. a student of Chris Huestis'. portrays Richmond's Lake Reba during a summer landscape
painting class. Each student fought the conditions of nature to gain experience in their work

Cuban sensation
is art inspiration
BY SARAH LYNCH

Contributing writer

BY CHARLES POWELL

The art department of Eastern
;;is filled with the promise of shining young potential. An example
-of such potential is Devan
Gunderson. a graphic design
;:major from Louisville, Kentucky.
Gunderson plans to make use
'•both art and her love for com put
"ere into her life's work.
'.Z "Graphic design is everything
.you see that is decorative. If it is
;there, someone designed it,"
'. Gunderson said.
I Before moving to Kentucky,
.Gunderson and her family originally resided in the sunny state of
"California. And though they didn't
- live there long, it was at that time
;. she realized that her future would
;;be in art.
Thinking back, the 20 year-old
junior recalls her first inspiration
..toward the field of art and what it
~ meant for her.
"I did a water painting when I
was a little girl. When I was fin-

ished with it my uncle saw it and
thought it was great. He smiled
and asked me to sign and date it
for him. After I finished it, he
gave me a quarter for it," said
Gunderson
"Most artist use instances from
there past to determine there
work. It also focuses on what kind
of work that you hope to do. We
all have our ghosts that can be
seen by it," said Millicent Wells,
senior art major.
"You can be successful at anything you do, you just have to
have the right attitude. Art is no
different. Art is simply learning
how to see things and interpreting them," Gunderson said.
During her experiences at
Eastern, Gunderson has witnessed the expansion of a very
successful graphic design program. She accredits much of her
own success to professors Betsy
Kurzinger and BUI Roughen.
"The program is so much better than the first year I came to

Accent B3

Photo submitted

Graphic design
major focuses
on the future
; Arts&stuff editor

Thursday. September 20. 2001

Devan Gunderson. a junior graphic design major from Louisville, works
hard to plan for the future. Gunderson plans to work for a magazine.
this campus. We now have triple
the equipment that we used to
work with and a great staff of
instructors," Gunderson said.
Her goal after graduating from
Eastern is to express her artistic
vision working for a magazine.
With her love for computers and a
keen eye for art, she is deter-

mined to succeed in her field.
Gunderson offers a piece of
advice to new artists that wish to
succeed. "A lot of classes are
required and very hard work, but
you should always try hard. Make
something fun out of each class,
because it might open up a new
world for you."

Art students at Eastern are
preparing for a chance to host an
artist who can share art from outside the country.
Elsa Mora, an artist from
Havana, Cuba, will be collaborating with art students from Sept.
23 to Nov. 16. During her eightweek stay, Mora will be designing
new artwork to be shown at the
Contemporary Art Center in
Cincinnati. The show is to open
on Nov. 16.
Besides Eastern. Cuban artists
will also be hosted at the
University of Kentucky, Ohio
State University, the University of
Cincinnati and the Cincinnati Art
Academy. These artists will be
working in various media and will
also be displaying their artwork at
the CAC in November.
Mora's work has been displayed in Havana, New York,
Chicago, and Los Angeles. Mora's
work can be seen in an exhibit in
the Phyllis Kind Gallery in New
York City.
Gil Smith, chair of Eastern's
department of art, believes this
opportunity to be an "incredible

coup" for the art department
"Our students will benefit
tremendously from working
alongside a visiting artist of this
caliber for such a long period of
time," Smith said
"Unlike our knowledge of the
rest of the hemisphere, we know
very little about Cuban art," Smith
said in a news release. "We see
this as an opportunity to enlighten
our students about what is happening in Cuban art in order to
give them a more global perspective."
Mora works in various media
such as painting, drawing, and
metals, but she will be focusing
on ceramics while she is at
Eastern.
As well as working with the art
students, Mora will be available to
speak to other campus organizations, classes, or other events at
Eastern. Anyone interested in
having Mora speak at a certain
program should contact the art
department.
The Office of the Provost and
the College of Arts and Sciences
is supporting Mora's visit to
Eastern.
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Corrective
Coloring is our
speciality.
We are
Richmond's
haircoloring &
highlighting
experts.
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805 Eastern Bypass #5
Winners Circle Plaza
HOURS
Monday-Friday 9 a.m. 8 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m.- 7 p.m.

Offering:
• jxaiicare
• Jiair siufing

624-1181
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Mention this ad & receive Hand & Cuticle Treatment
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Proper nourishment
for ihe body
makes the mind

C!-« function better.
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SUSP

WE DELIVER 624-9241

Located on the Corner of Second & Water St.

Dins- in/Carry- out Hours
Mon -Sat 10:30 a.m.- 12 i
Sun 11 a.m -11 p.m.

DsUvsry Hours
Mon - Sat. 11 a.m. - 11 p.m.
Sun. 12 noon - 11 p.m.

who's that?
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Swah Heaoey. editor

Drive-thru salvation
BYCcoLSMrm

Bio luge Liters

Stmff writer

Fifteen young men and women
sit in the cozy lounge area inside
the Newman Center. A large, tancolored chair comfortably accommodates one girl who seems nearly swallowed by the chair's
immense arms and cushions. On
a table in one corner of the tiny
room are boxes of ice cream
treats ranging from M&M ice
cream cookies to popsicIts.
The newly appointed coordinator of campus ministries at the
Newman Center, the Rev. Jim
Sichko, hands out the evening's
refreshments as his two year-old
pet Doberman pinscher. Roxanne
Cher, fights for her share of
Sichko's fudge-sick-.
Even though Thursday nights
are the only time Sichko is on
campus, his obvious concern and
compassion for the students gathered in the room takes control of
their diverted attention and converge their eyes upon his
The discussion tonight centers
solely on issues concerning the
World Trade Center attacks.
Sichko is prepared to render as
much comfort and spiritual advice
as possible.
"It doesn't seem like I fit the
norm oi a priest," Sichko said, as
he ran a hand through his
bleached blond hair.
"What bugs me is that people
say that priests have to act a certain way or dress a certain way. I
think that's why I like (college)
students so much," Sichko
explained.
The 34-year-old Sichko often
uses stories about his family in
his sermons. His father, the late
Bill Sichko, played football for the
Pittsburgh Steelers in the 1950s.
Sichko was born in Pittsburgh,
and raised in Orange, Texas.
After graduating high school in
1985. he began touring with the
Boston Pops Symphony as a vocal
performer. After his stint with the
Pops, he earned a bachelor's
degree in vocal performance from
the New England Conservatory.
Sichko then attended the Sacred
Heart School of Theology and
earned a master's degree of divinity. He also took advanced studies

$10 OFF
624-0066 RICHMOND MALL
Walk-ins Welcome
Mon-Sat 9 a.m.- 9 p.m.
Sun. 12:30 p.m.-6 p.m.

Kevin Martm/Progress

The Rev. Jim Sichko is interrupted during a prayer meeting by hte Doberman pinscher Roxanne Cher.

at Notre Dame, and attended the
Notre Dame seminary.
Sichko was ordained by the
Diocese of Lexington and taught
at Lexington Catholic High
School for three years. While at
Lexington Catholic. Sichko's students gave him Roxanne Cher for
his birthday as a pet and companion. As a priest, Sichko is unable
to marry or have children.
Sichko's position as coordinator of campus ministries did not
exist until he was appointed to it
by the diocese of Lexington.
Sichko makes his living by donations only.
His more-than-busy schedule
allows little time for recreation or
relaxation. On Mondays he's on
campus
at
Transylvania
University; Tuesdays it's
Georgetown; Wednesdays he's at
St. Mark's church in Richmond.
He spends Thursdays at Eastern
and Fridays at Kentucky State.

"I love talking to college students and learning from them. As
a college minister, you deal with
kids who want independence and
have it. They go to church
because they want to. I can challenge them more than high
school students," Sichko said.
Sichko essentially just wants to
travel around campus and meet as
many people as possible and
develop a Catholic presence wherever he is.
"Each university has unique
characteristics. I've really been
impressed by the hospitality here
at Eastern from students," Sichko
said.
Sichko prides himself on his
ability to mess with people. Once
again, not the typical behavior of a
priest. For example, Sichko
describes how he loves to go
through the McDonald's drivethru and tell the cashier he would
like that "for here."
"Yes, I would like a number
seven, a Sprite to drink, super

sized, and I'd like that for here
please..." Sichko laughed.
"The people at the window
have no idea how to handle that
... they handed me my food on
tray."
Sichko also likes to get people's tickets at restaurants and
pay for their meal. He feels that
saying a kind word to someone
can completely change their day,
and in some cases, change their
lives.
Sichko breaks down every
stereotype of Catholicism and
Catholic priests. Since he ministers to a new generation of
Christians, Sichko realizes that
conventional methods are good,
but not the best answer for witnessing and providing spiritual
sustenance to college students.
"My big goal is to get to know
as many people as possible on
this campus. I just want people to
know that there is a priest who
just wants to know you," Sichko
said.
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Congratulations to Coach Kidd from The Eastern Progress

Members of the Women's Activist
Group: From Left to right: Toni Linton,
Andrew Noble, Erin Micnalik, Jessie
Eager, Monica Shotzbarger and
Ricardo Valencia.

Beth Howard, editor
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Priest, protester
leads open forums
BYOWSTWACATHCAWT

Staff wntof

The Rev. Roy Bourgeois is
speaking at Eastern about his
experiences with violence and
tragedy in Latin America at two
open forums Friday. The first
forum will be held from noon to 1
p.m. Sept. 21 in the Powell
Cafeteria; Bourgeois will also
speak informally from 2:30 to 4
p.m. in the Kennamer Room of
the Powell Building.
A Vietnam veteran turned
Catholic priest. Bourgeon founded
the U.S. School of Americas
Watch, an independent, nonviolent
organization that seeks to shut
down a U.S. government training
program,
the
Western
Hemisphere Institute for Security
Cooperation, that educates Latin
American soldiers in combat skills
The program, formerly known as
the U.S. School of Americas, is
located in Fort Benning, Ga.
The SOA Watch Web site
reports that the SOA has produced graduates responsible for
various human rights abuses in
Latin America, such as the death
of Victor Hugo Daza, 17, of
Bolivia, who was killed last April.
Bourgeois created SOA Watch
to make the media. Congress and
the public aware of the ramifications of training Latin American
soldiers in combat skills, particularly the impact on poor Latin
American citizens.
Bourgeois is co-sponsored by
the Newman Center and the
departments of sociology, social
work and anthropology.
Kathy Schmitt, campus minister and director of the Newman
Center, attended a nonviolent
demonstration against the SOA at

Fort Benning last year.
"I was moved beyond belief at
the commitment of the people
there," Schmitt said. "Out of the
crowd, at least half of die people
were younger, which is somewhat
unique. These are younger people
who have discovered how horrible these things are." Schmitt is
organizing a trip for students to
peacefully protest the SOA later
this year.
"This is something people are
united in," Schmitt said.
According to the SOA Watch
Web site, thousands of people
were murdered by the SOA in
Latin American Countries last
year. Guatemala alone suffered
the loss of thousands of lives. In
March of 2000. Rigoberta
Menchu Turn, Nobel Peace Prize
winner, filed a suit against
General Efrain Rios Montt, an
SOA graduate who governed
Guatemala at the peak of an
attack that took the lives of thousands and cleared hundreds of
Mayan villages.
Such attacks have been in the
news throughout the "90s and into
this century, keeping the SOA
underpressure.
Bourgeois has been persistent
in his efforts to close SOA since
the '80s. He was an U.S. Naval
officer for four years, including a
year of shore duty in Vietnam; he
received a Purple Heart for his
service.
After his military service, he
entered
the
Maryknoll
Missionary Order in 1968 and was
ordained a Catholic priest in 1972;
he worked with the poor in
Bolivia for five years.
Since founding SOA Watch,
Bourgeois became a candid critic
of U.S. Foreign policy. He has
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Autumn Voice's
lecture features
women's safety
BVCEOLMTH

interest and awareness about topics of interest on campus such as
The safety of women on cam- the safety of students.
The first of these lectures,
pus is addressed quite often by
campus administration and by the beginning at 7 p.m. on September
Richmond community through 25 in the Crabbe Library, features
candlelight vigils and speakers speaker Walter DeKeseredy.
discussing the topic of violence DeKeseredy is a professor of
Sociology
at
Ohio
against women. The
University and has written
College of Justice and
several articles dealing
Safety, however, feels
with violence and crime
that the topic cannot be
against
women.
stressed enough to stuDeKeseredy presents
dents.
ideas that enhance safety
Through a co-sponfor women on campus and,
sorship
with
the
in effect, increase safety
Women's
Studies
for all students on
Program,
Eastern
Eastern's campus.
Kentucky University
"(DeKeseredy) is well
Libraries and the Walter
respected in the College of
College of Justice and DeKeseredy
Justice and Safety,"
Safety, the university is
Whalen said.
presenting a lecture will speak
Last year, several camseries entitled Autumn Tuesday at 7
pus safety devices were
Voices to more thor- p.m. in the
oughly invoke a sense Crabbe Library implemented, such as the
emergency blue light
of awareness about viophones, located around
lence against women on
campus and in the surrounding campus, and the renovation of the
Lancaster Avenue crossing.
communities.
"Everyone on campus needs to
The goal of the lecture series,
according to Debbie Whalen, be aware of this issue. I think it is
assistant archivist, is to spark very important," Whalen said.
Staff writer

Photo ■■MM
R«v. Roy Bourgeois is speaking at Eastern tomorrow in two open forums.
Bourgeois has been peacefully protesting the Western Hemisphere Institute
for Security Corporation, formerly known as the School of Americas, since
the 1960s. Bourgeois founded the SOA Watch to keep the public alert.

spent a total of three years in U.S.
federal prisons for peaceful
protests.
Bourgeois was awarded the
1996 Franciscan Federation
Peacemaker Award which is
awarded to an individual who promotes the gospel values of peace,
justice and compassion.
In Aug. 1997 Pax Christi
awarded Father Bourgeois its
1997 Pope Paul VI Teacher of
Peace Award for publicizing the
SOA graduates and working to

close the SOA
Bourgeois has been traveling
widely since 1999, speaking at
universities, churches and other
groups around the country.
Bourgeois will be speaking at
several locations in Eastern
Kentucky, including Transylvania
University, Berea College,
Lexington Theological Seminary,
Center College and the University
of Kentucky, in addition to
Eastern. For more information
call the Catholic Newman Center.

Future Autumn Voices Lecture Datos:
■ Oct 2 Silas House, Eastern graduate and author of "Clay's Quit."
■ Oct 9 Betsy Lewin, winner of the 2001 CakJeecott Honor tor har
illustrations in "Click Clack Moo. Cows That Type."
■ Oct IS Ernest Tucker, the creator of Take a reamer from a
Ground Hog: Eastern Kentucky Folk Medicine."
■ Oct 29 Louts HWanmeyer. owner of Louis Flower Power Shops,
radio host and TV personality discussing gardening.
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John Hays. —

I2S.3SL (Colonels deal with attacks
! after terrorism
The terrorist attacks last week haw
affected every aspect of the way Americans
conduct their fcves. The interruption and
tightened security of airlines have staled
travel plans. The brief closing of the stock
market and the faling share prices have
caused reason for concerns.
Meanwhile, the search goes on for
Osama bin Laden, and
the threat of World
War ID looms overhead
While these major
issues loom large, the
role of sports seems
minute in the major
scheme of things.
Major League
Baseball
JOHN HAYS
Commissioner Bud
Sefig summed it up
when he said baseball "aaaaaaaaaaaaaai
didn't really matter during this tragic time.
National Football League
Commissioner Paul Tagliabue followed
suit by postponing Sunday's game, and
Tiger Woods may have missed out on a
$5 million dollar payday when The Ryder
Cup was canceled.
The collegiate sports world also came
to a hah, with most Division I-A schools
postponing or canceling events ranging
from soccer to football.
College football was the broadest
forum that took a stand in the postponements. More 200 Division I and I-AA
games were postponed, while eight universities, including Morehead Sate.,
broke suit and played this past weekend.
Tennessee-Martin and Kentucky
Wesleyan were the only athletic event,
pro or collegiate, that was held last
Thursday night Southeast Missouri was
the only Ohio Valley Conference team in
action Saturday.
The question asked most frequently
is, "Should teams play in the midst of
such tragedy?" The answer is simple to
some, complex to others, and the opinions continue to vary.
Some people say the postponements
were the right thing to do in regard to
paying tribute to the victims of the
attacks, and air travel was out of the question. Tagliabue made his decision after
listening to the NFL players, who were
adamant about postponing the contests.
Some say resuming play would boost
the morale of tile country and get the
American people away from the television and tiie scenes of destruction that
dominated the airwaves.
Franklin Delano Roosevelt felt that
major league baseball must continue play
in the midst of World War II to boost
morale. Former NFL Commissioner Pete
Rozelle made the call to play following
John F. Kennedy's assassination. Both
were criticized for their decisions.
However, the Atlanta Braves and
Philadelphia Phillies resumed play
Monday night, and the three renditions
of The Star-Spangled Banner filled the
night with the resilience of America.
Ultimately, tiie games will go on.
Home opener ia crucial for Colonels
The OVC title may well be decided this
weekend when Eastern Illinois comes to
Roy Kidd Stadium. The Panthers were the
pre-season conference favorite, and will
bring an offensive arsenal to Richmond,
led by last year's OVC Player of the Year
Tony Rome.
Romo led EIU in a 4»€ shellacking of
Eastern in last season's season finale at
Charleston.
Last season's loss dashed Eastern's
chances of earning a playoff berth, as well
as a second-place finish in the^ronference.
Two plays from last year's game still
remain fixed in my memory. Colonel linebacker Chris Mutter's crushing blow on
Romo left the quarterback sprawled on
the field, with his helmet at his side is
one.
Unbelievably. Romo helped himself up
after a dose of smelling salts, and on the
ensuing play, he broke a game-breaking
80yard TD that deflated the Colonels'
hope.
Last year's game was played in sub-zero
temperatures and bUsti-ring Illinois winds.
The Colonels welcome to chance to play host
this year in a seasonable environment.
The postponement of the FJon game
gave the Colonels time to Bck some nagging
wounds. Toki McCray's bruised shoulder
shouldn't be a problem, and Travis Turner's
abdominal strain has rested Offensive linemen Brent Fox and Adam Green, along with
split end Aaron McKee have had time to
mend.
Along with the potent running game, led
by CJ.Hudson and Chuck Marks, Eastern
could prove to give the Panther defense problems.
Although Kidd and the Colonels downplayed the quest for KkkTs 300th win, the fact
the stigma is out of the way should give
Eastern added focus in Saturday's game.
These factors should give the Colonels
an edge at home and the OVC title as well.
My prediction. Eastern 31, Eastern
Illinois 23.

BY JOHN HOYS

"There lent a
right answer
whether a
team plays or

Sports editor
Roy Kidd and the Colonels
were travelling on 1-75 Friday
morning when they received the
call
Kidd listened while Athletic
Director Chip Smith informed
him that Saturday's game with
Elon was postponed due to last
week's terrorist attacks.
Kidd, along with his team,
was surprised, but agreed with
the decision.
"We were about 30 or 40
miles south of Knoxville when
we received the call," Kidd said.
"It was about 1:30 a.m.. and
we had been on the road for
about six hours. But with everybody else not playing. I think it's
a good decision, and I feel that
our administration made a wise
choice."
Smith and Interim President
Eugene Hughes discussed the
matter and both felt it would be
best to postpone the game. Smith
said public sentiment also played
a major factor in the decision.
"The president and I talked
and discussed the pros and
cons. He supported the decision
not to play, and I agreed." Smith
said.
"We had planned on playing
the game, but it seemed the put>
Ik sentiment was that we should
make the weekend a memoriam
for those who suffered in last
week's tragedy."
Throughout 38 years of coaching at Eastern, Kidd said this is
the first time he can recall a game
being postponed.
"I was an assistant at Eastern
when President Kennedy was
assassinated," Kidd said. "We
played Youngstown State the following day, and it was really
eerie."
Elon was scheduled to dedi-

not*
Dan Beebe,
OVC Commissioner
cate its new stadium Saturday, but
the ceremony has been pushed
back until next week's game
against North Carolina A&T.
"I had talked with Eton's athletic director. Alan White, and
expressed our regret for the
postponement," Smith said. "He
was disappointed, but we hope
to reschedule the game."
The NCAA Division I-AA football committee may lengthen the
season one week to reschedule
the postponed games. If so
Eastern win play Elon Nov. 24.
Following the decisions made
by the National Football League
and Major League Baseball, all
Division-I games were postponed.
However, The Ohio Valley
Conference commissioner's
office voted to allow teams to
make decisions based on
whether to play last weekend or
not.
Tennessee Martin and
Southeast Missouri were the
only two OVC teams that played
last week, and both teams have
received support and criticism.
OVC Commissioner Dan
Beebe said the NFL's decision
not to compete played a major
role in Division I-A and I-AA
schools to follow in their footsteps and postpone the game.

*&w

"I feel that when the NFL
decided postponed its games,
there was a trickle down effect,"
Beebe said. "After that decision,
, I think the I-A commissioners
didn't want to play, and it trickled down from that"
Bebee, who has been the
OVCs commissioner for 12 years,
realizes the effect the attacks
have had on the country, but he
also feels that it should be the
institution's right to play or not
"I think there are two
approaches to this situation,"
Beebe said." One was exemplified by UT-Martin. That is, to
play the games and get this
thing behind us if at all possible.
The other is, of course, not to
play. I understand the teams that
use tiie airlines and have to fly to
the games not wanting to play,
but our teams travel mainly by
bus, so I don't think there is too
much of a risk"
UT-Martin's game against
Kentucky Wesleyan was the only
team event to go on as scheduled Thursday night following
the cancellations of virtually all
professional and team sports.
Martin won the game 54-14 in
front of 4.645 fans, while SEMO
lost to Southwest Missouri.
SEMO Coach Tim Billings
said before Saturday's game
that the decision was out of the
coaches' hands, and the president of the institutions had the
final say.
"The president has decided
that we will play, and that's the
bottom line," Billings said. "We
had a very tragic event and playing the game will be good for a
lot of people, and it's going to
upset a lot. But, that's all right
It's just a ball game."
Whatever the case, "the commissioner and the coaches agree
whether to play or not to play is a

Jessica Leake/Progress
Nte* Gllleeple left, and Tom Mabey talked Monday at Roy Kidd
Stadium about the effects the terrorist attacks have had on them.
matter of opinion, and those
opinions are neither wrong nor
right.
There isn't a right answer,"
Beebe said. "Whether a team
plays or not it is the right of that
institution to make the final decision concerning the matter."
Franklin Roosevelt refused to
allow major league baseball to
discontinue during World War

II, citing that the national past
time would boost the country's
morale.
However, NFL commissioner
Pete Rozelle's decision to
resume
play
following
Kennedy's assassination haunted him until he retired.
As Rozelle said, "That was a
decision I wish I had never
made."

Colonels in high noon duel
against EIU as OVC opens
BY COREY HALL

Assistant sports editor

Photo Submitted
Former track star Jackie Humphrey visited with former Eastern
basketball star Bobby CoHins last year at Homecoming.

Olympian, ex- track star
calls Georgia home
BY JOHN HAYS

Sports editor
In place of shooting for
gold, she now is a troubleshooter for Bell South.
Jackie Humphrey-Tompkins
lept into her job as a multimedia technician for Bell
South Communications
Atlanta, where
she has worked
since 1999.
HumphreyTompkins, a former track star, set
numerous
records while
she was at
Eastern. She
competed in the
1988 Summer Olympics in
Seoul, Korea, where she
advanced to the semi-final
round in the 100 meter hurdles.
Humphrey-Tompkins now
lives in Lithonia Ga.. with her
daughter Porsha. Although
she no longer competes, she
has vivid memories of the days
when she ran for Eastern.
"My favorite memories are
running at the meets and the
level of competition that we
faced," Humphrey-Tompkins
said. " I believe that is why I
was so successful, because we
really trained hard for those
meets."
Humphrey, a five-time All
American, holds Eastern track
records in the long jump. 55
meter and the 100 meter hurdles.
"Making the Olympic team
was my biggest thrill and
meeting Flo-Jo was a great

thrill, because that was the
year that she really shined in
the Olympics," HumphreyTompkins said. "While other
athletes wore uniforms sponsored by corporations such as
Nike. Adidas and Converse,
Humphrey-Tompkins wore her
school colors;
maroon
and
white.
"When
I
arrived at the
Olympic tryouts, everyone
was decked out
in their Nike
uniforms,"
HumphreyTompkins said. "Here I was in
my Eastern uniform. It really
made me proud that I wore the
uniform I competed in at
Eastern."
Upon graduating from
Eastern with an industrial tech
nology degree, HumphreyTompkins moved to Atlanta in
1992 where she found work for
a medical equipment company.
She remained at MedEX
for three years before moving
on to Bell South.
Although she no longer
calls Richmond her home.
Humphrey-Tompkins keeps in
touch with friends and visits
whenever she has time.
Through the years I have
met a lot of friends who I keep
in touch with." HumphreyTompkins said. "Coming back
to Eastern for Homecoming to
see the campus and my former teachers will be great."

Roy Kidd Stadium will be host
to a gigantic battle this at noon
Saturday when Ohio Valley
Conference pre-season favorites
the Eastern Illinois University
Panthers come to Richmond.
The Panthers boast one of the
best quarterbacks in all of college
football in junior Tony Romo. He
is the reigning OVC Player of the
Year after ranking as the nation's
No. 2 passer as a sophomore. He
completed 59 percent of his passes for 233 yards per game and
threw 27 touchdown passes.
"Last year, Tony surprised a lot
of people." EIU Head Coach Bob
Spoo said. "He practices hard,
prepares well, and has a lot of
poise."
EIU comes to town ranked N
10 by ESPN/USA Today and llti,
in the Sports Network poll of all
Division I-AA schools. In the season opener against Indiana State,
tiie Panthers rolled to a 44 -14 victory.
Romo completed all 16 of his
passes for 240 yards and three
touchdowns. These statistics
earned him Division I-AA CoOffensive Player of the Week and
OVC Player of the Week honors.
"He is a very accurate passer,"
said Eastern Coach Roy Kidd.
"He can put it anywhere he wants.
We have to defend him in order to
get a win."
EIU was expecting to return
five of their top seven receivers
from last season, but the injury
bug has bitten the position hard.
"We only have two healthy
wide receivers right now," Spoo
said.
Romo's favorite target is second-team AU-OVC receiver Frank
Cutolo. He caught 33 passes for
710 yards last season. Junior Will
Bumphus will join Cutolo out
wide.
The Panthers defense boasts
Associated Press Third-Team AflAmerican
defensive
back
Kourtney Young.
He anchors a defense that
returns nine starters and a pass
defense that ranked ninth in the
nation last year.
"Our secondary is very solid.
Our first three linebackers are
very solid. But our defensive line
is very thin and can't afford any
injuries." Spoo said. "Depth is a
problem for us just like everyone
else at this level."
Just like everyone else who
plays the Colonels. EIU will have
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Kevin MartwvProgrsss
Freshman C.J. Hudson eludes tacklers during Eastern's 30-7 victory
over Liberty University. Hudson has rushed for 356 yards in two games.
games coming up and it
would be very difficult to
Eastern vs. Eastern
overcome getting off on
Illinois
the wrong foot
"You
always
Noon
want to get off on the
right foot in conference
Roy Kidd Stadium
play." Kidd echoed.
Eastern 1-1, Eastern
"Especially when the
team you are playing is
IWnola1-0
picked to win the conferTelevision: Fox Sports Net South
ence."
The Colonels will have to
! WEKU FM 88.9.
play a error-free game
WCYO FM 100.7
against the Panthers.
Eastern must also control the ball on offense,
and the defense will be
to stop Eastern freshman running
back CJ. Hudson. Hudson has prepared for a physical contest
Kidd said a physical game is to
rushed for 356 yards and six TDs
in the Colonels first two games be expected from the seasoned
Panthers.
this season.
"I told my players that the
Sophomore quarterback Toki
McCray threw his first collegiate team that makes the least errors
touchdown pass versus Liberty to will be the team who comes out
Sophomore Matt Corbett and is on top. I'm sure they are going to
come in here and be physical with
gaining confidence by the snap.
"That Hudson kid is dyna- us but we will hit right back,"
mite," Spoo said. "His speed is Kidd said.
Eastern leads the all-time
something we are going to have
series
5-3. However, in the final
to deal with. Their quarterback
game of last season EIU handed
(McCray) can stretch a defense Eastern a 49-6 defeat Coach Spoo
out He can beat you with his arm said he sees very little simil.n itics
and his feet"
in last year's team compared to
This is the first OVC game for this year's.
both schools. And with a muchThe offensive line are a very
improved conference starting out solid unit. Hudson and McCray
0-1 could hurt either team's can stretch you in many different
chances of a conference champi- ways. But just like last year, the
onship.
defense is the key to their team.
"It is very important to get off From what I've seen, they are
the blocks early in this confer- much improved as a team from
ence." Spoo said. The difference last season," Spoo said.
between 0-1 and 1-0 js very big.
"In my opinion, this is going to
We both have some very tough be a true knock down, drag out"
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Golf team
shoots for
NCAA

Game is love of player's life
Huyser's pain
has spurred
her career

BYCOHEYHAU

7G33SS aports acHof

The men's golf team is looking
forward to a break-through season in the 2001-2002 campaign.
After only losing one player from
last year's team, Coach Pat
Stephens is hoping for a big year.
"We have a lot of confidence
and experience coming back,*
Stephens said.
That experience is senior captain Brad Morris. Morris has
anchored Eastern's golf team the
last couple years, and Stephens
expects him to do the same this
season.
"Brad is the true meaning of
a team captain. We expect a lot
out of him this year. He is one
of the better players in our conference, definitely,* Stephens
said.
Morris played in the U.S.
Amateurs over the summer and
made it to match play competition.
This is the same U.S.
Amateurs that Tiger Woods
made his mark in before turning
to the pro scene.
The other senior on the team
Is Sam Covitz. Covitz it from
Indianapolis and will be looked
upon for leadership all season.
Also expected to contribute
this season are junior Len Ashby,
who red-shirted last season
because of a back injury, and and
along with sophomore Josh
Crutcher, Robbie Baldwin and
Drew Alexander.
"We are expecting a lot out of
our sophomore, they might be
young, but they have experience," Stephens said.
"We have ten players on our
team. I expect seven or eight of
them to play in every tournament* Stephens said.
The men's golf team will be
playing five tournaments in the
fall and then eight more in the
spring. The first, scheduled for

BY WES PARKER

aV Tan

Staff Writer

Jessica Lssks/Progress
I Morrto practiced his swing at Arlington Golf Course Sept. 10. Morris
played In tie U.S. Amatsurs this summer. He is also captain of trie teem.

last weekend, was postponed due
to the terrorist attacks in New
York and Washington, D.C.
"h happened right across the
bay from where we were suppose
to be playing in New Haven,
Conn.," Stephens said.
The tournament is scheduled
to be made up, but Stephens
doubts they can fit it in their
schedule.
Last season, the Colonels had
an impressive showing in the
Ohio
Valley
Conference
Tournament, finishing in third
place behind Austin Peay and
Murray State.
An OVC championship means

an automatic trip to the NCAA
tournament, and that is what
Stephens is hoping for with this
team.
The Colonels had two players
in the top 10 in last year's OVC
tournament Drew Alexander finished eighth after shooting a combined score of 216, and Josh
Crutcher finished tied for ninth
after shooting a 218.
"Our ultimate goal is to win the
conference and go to the NCAA,"
Stephens said. "Our team is going
to make some noise, there's no
doubt about it"

Courtney Jill Huyser is the
heart and soul of the Eastern
women's volleyball team. Just ask
her doctor.
Courtney wasn't born with knee
osteochondritis dissecans, like
most afflicted with condition, but
she has learned to live with it
OCD is most often seen in 13to 21-year-olds and is usually identified by a low-grade pain in the
anterior knee or centered in themedial femur.
It is often described as an
"aching discomfort." Suspected
causes include knee trauma and
repetitive impact of the tibia.
In September of 2000, a bone
the size of a nickel broke off from
the bottom of Huyser's femur and
lodged itself in her left knee. Pain,
swelling and worry soon followed.
"I was 90 percent sure I was
never going to play again."Huyser
said.
Huyser was ending an important chapter in her life. Since she
was 10 years old, Huyser had
known little else but her love for
the game of volleyball.
"Where Tm from in southern
California, volleyball is the sport,"
Huyser said.
She had played softball since
the fourth grade. Three years later,
a move to Vatavia, 111., and the
beginning of junior high quickly
put a stop to the two-sport
romance. Volleyball reigned as her
top priority.
"I just wanted to concentrate on
volleyball," Huyser said.
It would be five years before she
fell in love again, this time with
Eastern's "campus beautiful."
"I loved the campus and the
potential of the volleyball pro-
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Courtney Huyser goes up for the ball in practice in Alumni Coliseum
Sept. 10. Huyser Is coming back from a career threatening bone i

gram," Huyseer said. "I feh I could
reaDy help to build it up."
Since her early teens, Huyser
had been dealing with OCD in
both knees. The pain was a constant reminder Her left knee was
the first to go.
At 5 a.m. on a Friday in January,
four months after the bone had
chipped off, Huyser underwent
surgenr.
University of Kentucky surgeons took one hour to drill holes
into the bone marrow of the
exposed region of her knee.
Doctors hoped this would promote
healing and the eventual re-growth
of crucial cartilage, restoring a normal smooth articular surface
"The surgery was the easy part,"
Huyser said. The rehab was one
of the toughest things I've ever had
to do."
For Huyser, rehabilitation began
before the surgery. Her doctor had
told her that strengthening her
quads was necessary to avoid los-

ing muscle mass in theensuing
months
The Harry Moberty Building
on campus served as a battleground for her workouts before
and after surgery.
"It began with just learning to
move my left leg again, then went
to simple leg extensions, and
eventually full workouts," Huyser
said.
For the first time Huyser was
forced to watch the love of her life
from the sidelines.
"It was hard to watch and not
play," Huyser said. "Watching
them I knew... they needed me."
Huyser said.
As a condition of the operation
Huyser was not slowed to jump
for a year.
1 have a lot of work to do to get
back what I'd lost" Huyser said.
Huyser, who plans to graduate
in May, hopes to return to full
atrength this season as the
Colonels compete in the OVC.

Volleyball team snaps 10-game skid against Murray State
BY CASSONORA KJHBY

Sporta Writer

The volleyball team fell to the
University of Tennessee-Martin,
3-1 on Saturday, but rebounded
for their first Ohio Valley
Conference win Sunday, with a 31 victory over the Murray State
Racers.
"We took the court on
Saturday against Martin and it
was a very tough game for us",
Head Coach Lori Duncan said.
Speaking of the terrorist
attacks against Washington, D.C,
and New York City, Coach

Duncan explained: "We didn't
play well, and I don't think they
played well. I think the entire
match was not a very good match
technically — we just weren't
there."
The Sky hawks may have dominated the Colonels with scores of
30-17, 2530, 30-16, and 30-20. but
three Eastern players struggled to
keep their heads in the game.
Junior outside hitter Becky
Galati led the Colonels with 14
kills, eight digs and three blocks,
while freshman teammate Lesley
Aldridge tallied seven kills and

seven digs. Junior Marita Jones
led the defense as she added 10
digs to the struggling Colonels
game.
Sunday,
Eastern
reemerged on the court as a completely different team than the
night before, playing a game that
was originally set for Friday, Septr
14.
Despite the postponement the
Colonels dominated the court and
upsetting host Murray State, to
win their first Ohio Valley
Conference game with scores of
30-24, 30-28, 27-30 and 30-23.

According to Coach Duncan,
this OVC win was the first time
that Eastern had won an OVC
opener, and the first time they
had defeated Murray State since
Oct. 28, 1995.
When David Snow, Murray's
sports information director, told
Coach Duncan she had snapped
Murray's 10-game winning streak
against Eastern, she responded
by saying she was totally oblivious to the streak.
"Everything is inconsequential
— it's the team that executes,
stays focused longer and makes

The Best Pizza Under One Roof.
360 EKU By -Pass
Serving
Richmond & EKU!

less errors, that's the team that
comes out on top. All of this
other stuff about how many
times this team has beaten you
or not beaten you or how many
times you have won at this arena
apposed to that arena — all of
these things are irrelevant"
Junior middle blocker Marisa
Kawa led the Colonels against
the Racers with a match-high 15
kills and .414 hitting percentage.
Aldridge topped her game
against the Skyhawks with
another strong performance.

adding 16 digs and 12 kills, while
tram mate Galati turned in a double-double with 14 digs and 11
kills. Setter Sharon Moreno also
added 45 assists, six digs and five
blocks.
Commenting on the motivation
and determination of the game
against Murray,Coach Duncan
ended by saying, "Do you know
what my motivation was?" "last
year, our last OVC swing, the game
was away and I lost on a Friday
night 15-13 game final and it teed
me off—that's my motivation."
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Bucket of
Rocks
(S Rolling Rocks)
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Find The BEST Deal
On Pizza Everyday!
(and have it delivered!)
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10^
BUFFALO WINGS;

$4 29
Expires 9/30/01

SUPREME OR
LOVER'S LINE

LARGE PIZZA

$8 50
\J •

+ tax

Expires 9/30/01

ADD

CrTH^ESTICKS

$1i- •50

+ tax

to any order

The Eastern Progress
is celebrating its
80th birthday this year.
Drop by Donovan Annex
117 or call 622-1881 or
visit our Web site at
www.easternprogress.com

Expires 9/30/01

623-2264
Campus delivery or carry out only.
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Finley to play pro ball
in Germany
Former Eastern Kentucky
University Lady Colonel Candice
Finley
has
signed to play
professionally
overseas as a
member of the
Luxembourg,
Germany proFinley signed
the contract
showcase rhii

summer

in

Atlanta for coBegiate players

FMsy w* ptay
pro ban in
Unavnbourgh,
Gannany

who weren't drafted by the

WNBA.
Finley, a 6-1 center, finished
her career at Eastern with 113
games played, 489 rebounds. 48
blocked snots, and a .641 free
throw percentage.

Parent's Day events
scheduled for Saturday
Eastern will host its annual
Parent's Day Sept 22. The schedule
of events include 10-11:30 am
Parents Coffee in the alumni
Coliseum Parking Lot A complimentary Parent's Barbeque wil be
held after Eastern's game with
Faswm Boots, from S7pm There
wil be a We disc jockey and a phoso
booth m the Powell Pba.
Free bowing and biKards wfl be

held in the Powell Recreation
Center from 5-9 p.m. For more
information, cal (859) 622-2642.

time and wfll hat until the end of
football games. Admission is $10
and includes snacks, drinks and
activities. For information, call
the athletic department at) 6226501.

Discussion concerning
Title LX held Oct 9

A discussion concerning Title
K will be held at Eastern Oct 9.
The panel discussion win spotKiddie Colonel Club
light -Women and Sports: Title DC
open during games
and Its Implementation in
The departments of athletics
Secondary
and
Higher
and leisure studies are providing Student, staff, faculty Eos
The event wil be held at 7:30
a new program for Eastern fans golf sign-ups SepL 27
and then-children.
The deadline for sign-up for the p.m. in the Kennamer Room of
Kiddie Colonel Camp will be annual Faculty/Staff/Student Golf the Powel Building.
Theresa Isaac, the executive
available for children ages 4-10 Tournament is Sept 27.
director of the Lxington Fair
during the game. Care win be pro
Each team captain or represen- Housing Council and the founder
vided by staff and students of the tative is responsible for forming of Citizens for Sports Equity in
department of leisure studies.
their own men's, women's or corec Kentucky, wfll be one of the feaChildren wfll be supervised in team. The tournament will take tured guests.
Bridget Devries. president of
the Begley Building, which w con- place Oct. 3 at Arlington Golf Citizens for Sports Equity, and
nected to Roy Kidd Stadium
Course in Richmond.
Eastern Athletic Director Chip
The recreational activities wfll
For more information, contact Smith are the other speakers. The
take place one hour before game the Intramural Office at 622 1244.
program is sponsored by

Eastern's Women's Studies
Programs. The meeting is open to
the pubic

Volleyball team travels
to SEMO, East Illinois
Eastern's voleybal team wsl contfoue Ohio Valey Conference play
when it takes on Southeast Missouri
■ Cape Gnrdeau on Friday.
The team, which snapped a 10gsme losing streak to Murray State
last weekend, is led by Becky Gatati
and Courtney Huyser.
The Colonels will play the
Panthers of Eastern Illinois
Saturday at Charleston. H.
The Colonels are currentley in
third place in the league. The team
faces a crucial road trip this weekend.
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Partial list of attending employers
• TRUGREEN CHEMLAWN^tttcington, KY
• United States Department of Agriculture - Louisville, KY
• Bankers Life & Casualty - Lexington, KY
• First Investors Corporation - Lexington , KY
• Healthcare Recoveries, Inc. - Louisville, KY
• Kentucky Farm Bureau Insurance - Louisville, KY
• Marsh USA, Inc. - Cleveland, OH
• Northwestern Mutual Financial Network - Lexington, KY
• Progressive Insurance - Tampa, FL
• State Farm Insurance Company - Murfreesboro, TN
• Westfield Group - Westfield Center, OH
• Clear Channel Radio Lexington - Lexington, KY
• Enterprise Rent-A-Car - Louisville, KY
• WDKY Fox 56 - Lexington, KY
•WEKU-FM -Richmond, KY
• Federal Correctional Institution - Manchester, KY
• Federal Correctional Institution - Ashland, Kentucky
• Indianapolis Police Department - Indianapolis, IN
• Kentucky Police Corps - Richmond, KY
• Kentucky State Police - Frankfort, KY
• EKU Alumni Relations
• EKU Army ROTC
• EKU Career Services
• EKU Cooperative Education
• EKU Graduate School
• Clayton County Schools - Jonesboro, GA
• Franklin County Schools - Frankfort, KY
• Gallatin Co. Schools - Warsaw, KY
•Hopkins County Schools - Madisonville, KY

,

• Kids 4R' Kids Quality Learning Center - Lexington, KY
• LaRue County Schools - Hodgenville, KY
• Monticello Independent - Monticello, KY
• Pulaski County Board Of Education - Somerset, KY
• Scott County Public Schools - Georgetown, KY
• Walton-Verona Schools - Walton, KY
• Warren County Board of Education - Bowling Green, KY
• Alltech, Inc. - Nicholasville, KY
• CBS PERSONNEL SERVICE - RICHMOND, KY
• Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet Frankfort, KY
• Toyota Child Development Center - Georgetown, KY
• Appalachian School of Law - Grundy, VA
• Ball State University - Muncie, IN
• ETSU Graduate Studies - Johnson City,
• Indiana State University - Terre Haute, IN
» Northern Kentucky University - Highland Heights, KY
• Salmon P Chase College of Law - Highland Heights, KY
• University of Kentucky College of Law - Lexington, KY
► Xavier University - Cincinnati, OH
• Brentwood Fire Department - Brentwood, TN
\ Independent Opportunities - London, KY
► KY One Church One Child Adoption Agency - Louisville, KY
• Meristar Hotels & Resorts - Lexington, KY
• UPS - Lexington , KY
' Ferguson Enterprises, Inc. - Newport News, VA
' Mary Kay Cosmetics - Richmond, KY
Meijer - Grand Rapids, MI
The Sherwin-Williams Company - Indianapolis, IN
Walgreen's - Deerfield, IL
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ROAST HAM & SWISS

ROAST BEEF & SWISS

ROAST CHICKEN CAESAR
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Satisfy your grown up tastes.
Available at participating Arby's restaurants.
©2000 Arby'i, Inc

\

&$249
Super Roast
Beef Sandwich

Regular Roast
Beef Sandwich
Boy up lo 0 at ffwt one* with this coupon Not valid
wflh any otw coupon V*M thru Octobar 21. 2001
Good at participating Arby'i

Regular Roast
Beef Sandwich

Buy up lo 6 at (his pnoa with thia coupon Not vaM
w*ft any otha* coupon VaM thnj Octooar 21 2001
Good at participating Arby*

Buy up lo 6 at thu pnea with th« coupon Not vaM
with any otn*r coupon VaM thru October 21. 2001
Good at participating Arby'i

s 49

S 49

2*» 3

Beef n Cheddar
Sandwiches
Buy up to 10 r muj**M ot 2 ■ fa. pnea w»h fa.
coupon Not veto w#i any otw coupon Vaadrhru
Odobar2i 2001 Good al partopaang Artoy'i,

2^ 3

Beef 'n Cheddar
Sandwiches
Buy up to 10 n rruapM ot 2 at tw pnoa wan fat
ooupon Not vatd w* any otwr coupon VaUtvu
Oaobar2l 2001 Good at pantopaang Arby i

Beef 'n Cheddar
Sandwich
Buy up to 6 at trw pnoa with this coupon Not valid
with any Off* coupon V«l«3 thru October 21 2001
Good at participating Arby •

Regular Roast Beef
Sandwiches
Buy up to 20 n mu%ia* at * at r» prca wai .has
coupon Not vato «*i any Ohar coupon vaMtvu
October 21 2001 GoodJlparacpatngArDys

0

$

2

Chicken Bacon 'n
Swiss Sandwich
Buy up lo 6 at thu pnoa with this coupon Not valid
with any othar coupon VaM thru Octooar 21. 2001
Good at participating Arby'a

Buy up to 6 at thit pnea with this coupon Not vawd
with any other coupon VaM Ihru October 21. 2001
Good at participating Arby'i
en

0

/.rbys

$

2

Phillyor
French Dip Sub
Buy up to 6 at ttva pnoa with th« coupon Not valid
with any othar coupon VaM thru Octooar 21.
2001 Good at participating Aroy a

A $959
Roast Chicken Club
Sandwich

Deluxe or Broccoli
& Cheddar Potato

Buy up to 6 at th* pnea with th« coupon Not valid
with any othar coupon VaM thru Octooar 21. 2001
Good at participating Arby *

Buy up to 6 at thu pnea with thu coupon Not valid
with any othar coupon VaM thru Octobar 21. 2001
Good at participating Arby s

41ft
Regular Roast Beef
Sandwiches
Buy up O 20 r rrUrpas or« ■ la pro •* t»
coupon Nd vrakj «•> any ofiar coupon VaM Urn
Ocktar21 2001 Good at partuprjBng Aft)y s

$Q50

2

Chicken Bacon 'n
Swiss Sandwich
Buy up to 6 al this pnea with thu coupon Not valid
with any othar coupon VaM thru Octobar 21. 2001
Good al participating Arby'a

2

Chicken Breast
Sandwich
Buy up to 6 at thit pnoa with thii coupon Not valid
with any other coupon VaM thru Octooar 21. 2001
Good at participating Arby'i

4<

Q $029 -SAW

Mys

Beef 'n Cheddar
Sandwich
Buy up to 6 al thta pnoa with thts coupon Not valid
w*h any othar coupon VaM thru Octobar 21 2001
Good at parbopaimg Arby a

Chicken Fingers
Combo Meal
(4 Piece < hii km Flnaers. c:urly Fries.
Medium Drink)
Buy up lo 6 at this pnoa wrtti Ihn coupon Not vaMd
DMttt any othei coupon Vaad tnru Octobar 21 2001
Good al parncrpalmg Arby s

